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HIGH AND LOW
Predicted high and low temp­
eratures at Kelowna 37 and 48. 
Temperatures recorded Monday 
35 a ^  40, with .02 inches of rain. The Daily Courier
FORECAST
Mainly overcast today and 
Wednesday w i t h  occasional 
showers. Not much change in 
temperature. Light winds.






VICTORIA <CP» — Big black Credit groups, 
headlines about the resignation "Just so the premier won't for-
of the president of a Social Cre­
dit constituency association faced 
Premier Bennett and the cabinet 
across the floor of the legislature 
for more than an hour Monday.
The front page of a newspaper 
carrying the story of the quit­
ting was pinned by Leo Nimsick 
to thd̂  front of his desk as he 




get it I'll pin it up here," he 
said, shortly after telling Mr 
Bennett it looked as if the party 
was coming apart. I
Almost every cabinet minister! 
was criticized by Mr. Nimsick in 
a spirited speech in the budget 
debate.
ONE AT A TIME
Mr. Nimsick went after the 
ministers one at a time, oftenThe story concerned the re-
S  r o” ’ »" l >'  Kous. returnod to tho
He also attacked the govern­
ment for their eritieism of the 
Dress and for their hiring of a 
"propaganda minister."
"It’s the kind of thing you ex­
pect under a dictatorship," he 
said.
He said the radio announeer, 
Don Wilson, doesn’t report the 
facts. Mr. Wilson was hired by 
the Social Credit party to report 





basis over 11 B.C. radio stations. 
1% l A f  ® facts. . . I
K l f  MM I T  W Q C C  know, I listen to him every day. 
V  y  ¥  W 1 1 1 1 V T h e  government attacks on the 
t  press "are not justified,” he
VANCOUVER fCP) — C h i e f  said, adding that "they can’t ex­
crown witness Charles Eversficld 
took the stand in the Sommers 
bribery conspiracy case today 
and began identifying documents 
by which the crown seeks to 
spin a web of evidence against 
former B.C. lands and forests 
minister R. E. Sommers, three 
other individuals and four com­
panies.
T h e  46-year-old accountant, 
who now lives in Los Angeles. 
Identified v a r i o u s  petty cash 
vouchers, hotel bills and airline 
tickets — mostly for small 
amounts—which, he said,* he had 
dealt with when employed as a 
b^kkeeper with Pacific Coast 
Services Limited between 1951 
and 1955.
It was photostatic copies of 
these and other documents which 
Mr. Eversficld took frdm Pacific 
Coast offices in December. 1955, 
and showed to Vancouver lawyer 
David Sturdy which sparked the 
case three years ago,
Mr. Sommers, who yesigned 
his cabinet portfolio in February,
1956, but retains his legislature 
seat as Social Credit member for 
Rossland-Trail, was charged last 
November following an RCMP in­
vestigation of the Eversficld do­
cuments.
Charged with him are H. W. 
Gray, John Gray, C. D. Schultz, 
C. b . Schultz and Company Lim­
ited, Pacific Coast Services Lim­
ited, Evergreen Lumber Sales 
Limited and B.C. Forests Prod 
ucts.
Crown Proisecutor Stewart Me 
Morran opened the fourth day of 
the preliminary hearing by say­
ing he planned to have Mr 
Eversficld identify some 50 do­
cuments.
At one point, J. R; Nicholson, 
counsel for B.C. Forest Products 
and one of eight defence law­
yers. protc.stod the relevency of 
a bill for S36.70 oaid to the Em­
press Hotel in Victoria.
Magistrate Oscar Orr observed 
that the crown prosecutor ap­
parently hoped to link all the 
documents. If he did not, then 
they would be tlirown out, the 
magistrate said, but for the time 
being it was "the old story of 
building one brick at a time,"
Midway through the morning 
hearing, a legal tangle developed 
over Introduction by the crown 
of a photostat copy of a counter 
foil of a cheque for $10,000 said 
to have been issued by C, D. 
Schultz company to Pacific Const 
Services Jan. 8, 1954.
The reason for the payment 
wa.s not explained,
Defence coun.sel Bull oblpcted 
to this document, saying that a 
counterfoil could not Ih‘ used ns 
evidence in the same wav Ih 
which a cheque itself could be 
used.
pect to get anything but publi 
city if they make mistakes.”
Of Attorney - General Bonnef. 
he said: “’ITiere’s no doubt he 
failed in handling the Sommers 
case and probably in others too."
He chided Premier Bennett for 
his “ridiculous attack” on Mel 
Bryan. Rebel Social Crediter who 
crossed the floor two weeks ago, 
and said it aopeared there was 
"justice only for one side of the 
house.”
GOVT. WRONG
He said the government was 
wrong in refusing to accept a la­
bor committee recommendation 
that a public works program go 
ahead in Fernie to relieve un­
employment caused by a mine 
closing.
"All I ran see Is that turning 
it over to the committee in the 
first place was a flamiwyant ges­
ture by the gpvenunent to njake 
people think the government is 
ready to do something to help 
people.”
A cut - down on service by the
CPR in the East Kootenay area 
is "a deliberate attem pt'. . . to 
cut out service altogether.”
The railroad has been cutting 
down service steadily throughout 
the years, he said, and now ap­
pears to be using the latest bomb 
scare as an excuse to cut it out 
completely.
"I don’t think the bombs are 
the real reason.”
The New Denver school for 
Doukhobor children is nothing but 
a "concentration camp.”
The government had admitted 
it by not allowing the children 
to have any summer holidays 
The B.C. Hospital Insurance 
Service policy on wages had 
forced nurses last year to consi 
der strike action — ”a terrible 
thing, something unheard of.”
The government was going 
along "bull - headed” in its min­
ing legislation and had the B.C 
industry "in a state of suspended 
animation.”
GAGLARDI'S CHURCH
Mention of Highways Minister 
Gaglardi’s new church in Kam 
loops touched off one of the most 
heated exchanges of this leglsla 
ture session.
The ruckus started When Mr 
Nimsick said the church opening 
resembled the opening of a gov 
ernment building because of all 
the government officials present 
Mr, Speaker Hugh Shantz ruled 
Mr. Nimsick was out , of order 
because the subject had nothing 
to do with the budget debate.
Cries of "shame” and demands 
to "sit down” prompted Mr 
Nimsick to take his scat.
Veteran Tom Uphill of Fernie 
rose quickly in his place and said 
he had never seen a similar ruV 
Ing In his 38 years ns a member 
of the House.
RUDE PREMIER 
, Tony Gnrgrave (CCF—  Mac 
kenzlel shouted across the floor 
that Premier Bennett was "the 
rudest premier B.C. has ever
4Z u vbyl unemployment 18k had." . . . . .
OTTAWA (CPt -- Canadian Strnchnn, leader of the op-
nncmployment reached n |K)st-iP<'’̂ I'”" ' nsked Mr. Shantz if he 
war peak of .520,000 jobless in the ruling would prohibit
January, the federal government Ihe discussion of the activities 
ŝ nld today. ' See—LEGISLATURE Ppge 8
cold continued to hold much of 
the United States in an icy grasp 
today, disrupting transportation 
and stalling a vast snow removal 
ob in the: eastern part of the 
country.
Forecasts held no hope of early 
help for the Atlantic seaboard, 
still trying! to dig out from a 
weekend blizzard which struck 
from Mississippi to New England.
More than 180 deaths were at­
tributed directly to the storm 
and cold.
Snow shovellers dropped dead
Jobless Total Hits 
Post-War Peak
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
.................. .............” "- r
VANCOUVER I CP > -  Gold has 
Iwen dlscovcrwt on Vanciniver'a 
north shore, and Tom Elliott. 
lUBnager of the B,C,-Yukon 
Chamber of Mines, says there Is 
a good chance of a mine being 
j^roved.
IDNDON (.Reutersl -  A new 
cold snap brought snow today to 
many parts of Euroiw. Fallii were 
particularly heavy down the 
raitcm  flkic of Scollftiu! ttutl 
England. Heavy snow blnnkitted 
oentral and eastern Belgiuiu.
VANCOUVER (CPt -  Empty 
beds In the Woodlands school for 
retailed children are blamed by 
Municipal Affalri Minister Wes­
ley BInck on lack of trainer^ per 
sonnel, rather than staff cut 
backs, ’
JOLIET. 111. (AP> -  Six chil 
dren died in a fire, Monday night 
which attacked Ihcir trailer, 
shack home, which, »>oUce said 
"went up like a pile of kindling,' 
n»e pnrent.s pnd one df four 
other children who e.scape<l were 
rejwrted In serious condition.
VANCOUVER (CP)-The B.C 
Government Employees Associa 
tlon said twlay it has recelvMt i 
resolution from employees of the 
Essondale Mental Hospital 'dc' 
mandlng that machinery for con 
ducting a strike of all govern 
ment employeea b* sel up.
CANADA is known as the land 
of snow, but when it comes to 
sudden snowfalls. New York 
state can, bn occasions,-match 
any- p a rt cf.Caiiaxla^;3ij ptove.-
the point, here is seven-year-old 
Joe Merlie of Albany' standing 
on a 15-foot mound of snow 
outside his home.
In U.S.
LONDONER WINS HALF-MILLION 
DOLLARS IN SOCCER GAMBLE
LONDON (Reuters) — W. J. Brockwell, 29, won 
more than £200,000 ($500,000) in the biggest soccer pool 
in England’s legalized gambling setup, the pool promoters 
announced today.
His take—all tax-free—totalled £206,028 ($515,- 
371.40).
Brockwell was the only bettor in the pool to forecast 
correctly eight ties in Saturday's professional soccer games. 
His winning entry cost him only two pence.
Wide Teacher Shortage 
Said Serious Problem
OTTAWA (CP)—’The Canadian I around the difficulty would be to 
Conference on Education, told divorce research from the uni- 
Monday that universities and versities’ a c a d e m i c  functions, 
high schools are "wasting their Federal grants could be made to-
Council Purchases 
Land For Runway
By W. BEAVER-JONES 
Daily Courier News Editor
Plans for extending the city airport runway to 8,000 feet 
moved a step closer Monday night when city council approved 
purchasing 389.75 acres for $18,000.
The land is owned- by the Provincial Land Settlement 
Board.
Present length of the runway at Ellison field is 5,000 feet. 
The additional property will provide another 3,000 feet.
Details of the transaction were outlined by Mayor R. F. 
Parkinson who, along with other civic representatives, inter­
viewed members of the B.C. cabinet last week.




Top honors in Saturday’s chin­
chilla show hold at the Aquatic 
went to two local breeders.
They were A. C. Withers, who 
captured the grand show champ- 
onship and dark color , champ­
ionship and R. R. McHarg, win­
ner of the grand shqvy aggregate, 
reserve show Championship, 
light color championship and 
medium color championship.
Ninety-five animals were in 
competition. ,
Aid. A rt Jackson 
OVMA President
Alderman Arthur Jackson was 
congratulated by city council 
Monday night on being elected 
president of the Okanagan Valley 
Municipal As.sociatlon, Annual 
meeting wn.s hold In.st week^__
motorists were killed by carbon 
monoxide. Some children were 
crushed to death on sleds. Where 
traffic moved around snow banks 
and over icy roads, accidents 
took their toll.
CANADA TOO,
Snow driven by biting north 
winds plugged highways, stalled 
trains, closed schools and left 
everybody shivering in zero wea­
ther as Eastern Canada remained 
locked in deep-freeze.
The winds, gusting up to .57 
miles an hour, fanned flames in 
a block of industrial and house 
fires.
The same winds swept through 
western Quebec and brought 14 
inches of snow to Montreal, 
snarled traffic, hamoored pedest­
rians and immobilized snow-re­
moval crews.
RINK COLLAPSES 
Drift - ribbed roads stranded 
about .500 students at schools in 
rural Ontario and an ice-skating 
arena at Morrlsburg, about 50 
miles south of Ottawa, collapsed 
in high winds. Damage was esti­
mated at between $50,000 and 
$75,000. No one was injured.
Scores of high schools and pub­
lic schools serving rural districts 
in southern Ontario said they 
would close today because of 
hcar-bllzzard conditions.
Fire left 18 persons homeless 
and caused more than $2,000,000 
damage to homes and businesses, 
A 46-mlle-an-hour wind kindled 
flames which caused damage ex­
pected to exceed $1,000,000 at 
Malton, airport in Toronto, whore 
a hangar, 10 planes and two cars 
were destroyed.
time” turning out “ too many 
half-baked products.” today split 
into workshop study groups to 
see what can be done about this 
and other problems of Canadian 
education.
About 720 delegates, represent­
ing more than 70 participating 
organizations f r o m  coast to 
coast, are devoting themselves to 
a four-day analysis of present 
education in Canada and its 
needs for the future.
E. F. Sheffield, director of the 
bureau. of statistics’ education 
division, predicted that Canada 
will need at least 327,600 el­
ementary, secondary and univer­
sity teachers by 1969.
Within the next two years Can­
ada ’̂ ad'-tb-pYOdttte 263300 
ementary school teachers, 56,800 
secondary-level instructors and 
1,132 for universities.
MORE FELLOWSHIPS
Dr. Andrew Stewart of Edmon­
ton, president of the University 
of 'A lberta , suggested to the 
workshop on higher education 
that universities could help meet 
the anticipated shortage by step­
ping up the number of graduate 
teaching fellowships.
Deliberate attempts should be 
made to recruit students as pro­
spective university staff mem­
bers. -
Conference Chaii*man Djc. Wil­
der Penfield of Montreal and Dr. 
Marcel Faribault of Montreal 
said in keynote speeches Monday 
that consideration of federal as­
sistance to education must be 
based on constitutional provi­
sions reserving the field to pro­
vincial legislation.
ward research, leaving education 
to be financed as before.
Alternatively, Dr. Faribault 
suggested compulsory tax - de­
ductible contributions could be 
levied from large tax-payers, in­
cluding corporations, for dis­





'  A Canada-
first policy has permeated hear­
ings of the Borden energy com­
mission but whether it means 
Canadian natural gas should be 
exported to the United States im­
mediately or held in reserve for 
future needs of Canadian con­
sumers is disputed.
Both arguments came out in 
questioning of executives of the 
Alberta and Southern Gas Com­
pany Monday. The company 
wants a permit to export Alberta 
gas to the California market.
Under cross examination. Pres 
ident John Horton insisted his 
company’s proposed $327,000,000 
pipeline through the Crowsnest 
Pass is designed to protect Cana­
dian consumers first.
PLENTY OF GAS
He said there is enough gas 
potential in Western Canada to 
allow an adequate surplus for ex­
port and still provide for Can
Canadian Pacific Airlines on 
several occasions have assured 
the city they would make Kel­
owna a scheduled stop, once 
there is a blacktopped runway 
with a minimum o f  8,000 feet. 
Negotiations for obtaining the land 
have been underway for some 
time. The federal government 
has also indicated it will assist ip 
the development once the city 
had clear title to the land.
FIVE-YEAR DEAL
Under the arrangement with 
the Land Settlement Board, the 
city will pay $8,000 cash, and the 
balance over a period of five 
years.
The land is known as the 
Christian Ranch property, and 
for several years has been leased 
to Robert Stewart of the A. C. 
Taylor Ranch. The lease termi­
nates March 31, 1958.
William MacGillivary, chair­
man of the Land Settlemept 
Board, with whom negotiations 
were carried out^-said in a letter 
to council some time ago that 
the property is valued on govern­
ment books at $48,000.
After making tentative ar­
rangements to purchase the 
property, subject to council ap­
proval, a special meeting with 
the Kelowna Aviation Council 
was held Sunday. Members of 
KAC were enthusiastic over the 
proposal, and last night council 
passed a formal resolution with 
little discussion.
Both suggested that h way ada's estimated future needs.
Bridgemen Float First 
Pontoons Into Position
First of 12 huge concrete pon­
toons that arc designed to carry 
traffic of all sizes and weights 
across Lake Okanagan, was 
floated in place this morning.
Workmen of Kelowna Bridge 
Contractors completed the socket­
ing of the cables last week in 
preparation for placing the pon­
toons in position,
Socketing consisted of placing 
a socket on the vipper end of the 
heavy cables that are attached to 
the 24 imbedded 70-ton concrete
INDIA SHOPS ABORAD
NEW DELH I(Reuters) — In­
dian railways will buy equipment 
worth 277,800,000 rupees (about 
$61,000,000) from abroad this 
year, Railways Minister Jngjivan 
Ram announced Monday,
anchors. The socket will fit into 
an attachment on each side of 
the 12 pontoons and hold them 
fast under all foreseeable con 
ditions.
All pontoons are expected to be 
in position within the next three 
weeks. After the floating road­
way |s in position, a thin layer of 
asphalt will be applied to protect 
the surface of the concrete.
Work on the steel super 
structure now is under way and 
tenders for all final phases of the 
project must be returned by 
March 15, v»flth all work to be 
completed by mid-July this year
Dominion Bridge Company 
Limited, has the contract for the 
steel superstructure and work 
proceeding according to schedule 
officials indicate.
i j o m
GOOD DEAL
"It’s a good deal,” Mayor 
Parkinson said later.
At the outset, His Worship said 
that Mr. Stewart thought that 
he should have been brought into 
the discussions. However, the 
latter, Mr. Parkinson said, is 
willing to buy, j t_ a  per acre rate, 
the portion the city does not want 
for an airstrip.
Th Avitation Council, however, 
has opposed the sale of any por­
tion of the property for the time 
being. Instead, they suggested 
that Stewart be allowed to lease 
the property from the city.
Aid. Donald Horton disclosed 
that another party is also in­
terested in leasing the property.
Council unanimously agreed 
that no action be taken in this 
regard, for the time being. In 
previous correspondence, the fed' 
eral government informed coun' 
cil that little nssl.stance could be 
expected until the city had clear 
title to the land.
Meanwhile, letters endorsing 
Canadian Pacific Airlines’ pro­
posed plans have been received 
from dozens of local business 
firms; from the village of Oso- 
yoos; district of Salmon Arm; 
City of Revclstoke; City of Kam­
loops, and the munldpallty of 
Glenmore.
QUEBEC (CP)—Former prime 
minister St. Laurent, 76, com­
pleted his withdrawal from a 
direct part in national politics 
Monday night with an announce­
ment that he will not be Liberal 
candidate for Quebec East In the 
March 31 federal election.
The announcement was the 
third step in the former prime 
minister’s return to private life.
The first came when he re­
signed ns prime minister.
'The second step was his resig­
nation as lender of the Liberal 
party last Sept. 6. He left the 
choice of a .successor to a con­
vention; which picked present 
leader Lester Pearson last 
month. •
PM’8 TRIBUTE 
Prime Minister Dlcfcnbakcr 
said Monday night nil Canadians 
will regret former prime min­
ister’s decision not to run in tho 
forthcoming federal election.
The prime minister said: 
"While only tho perspective of 
history will cvnlunto his contri­
bution to Canada, this wo Cana­
dians without regard to party 
will bo able to say: 'Ho served 
Canada well’."
Rotary Speakers
Mayor R. F. Parkinson and 
Aid. Arthur Jackson were guest 
speakers at Tuesday’s Rotary 
luncheon.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN HOTS UP
U.S. Air Force Plan 
Big Rocket Engines
WASHINGTON (API ~  The 
U:S, Air Force told Congress to­
day It is working on rocket en­
gines to produce ns much ns 1,- 
500,000 pounds of thrust that 
might some day pro|>cl vehicles 
into outer space.
That thrust would be the equly- 
Blent rif nearly 10 Jupiter Inter- 
mpdlntc range ballistic missiles,
DUBLIN (API — The Port of 
Dublin was shut down Monday 
by a strike of 1,000 dockers in an 
inter-union dispute.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW
Victoria ..... .............................5(
1 Prince Albert
P M  Rromises Tobacco T^x  
Pearson Renews Financial A ttack
BRANTFORD, Ont. (C P )- 
Prlmo M i n i s t e r  Dlcfcnbakcr 
headed back 'to Ottawa ^ondny 
night after promising an election 
meeting that taxes on tobacco 
will bo reviewed.
Tlio prime minister hinted the 
tobacco taxes, which he termed 
the heaviest of any Industry In 
Canada, ipnay be cut.
Before h li Brantford speech 
the prime minister shared , the 
stwtllght with Progressive Con 
scrvntlvo Premier Frwit of On- 
toriu at a luncheon dn Toronto.
In Brantford; the prime minis­
ter s|X)kc to about 1,300 persons 
in the 1.618-scBt Capitol Theatre 
in'thii tobacco-growing district of
southwestern Ontario.
On tobacco; "Wo’ro hnvlhg this 
whole question looked into . , to
ascertain what action should Ire 
taken to a s s 1 s t tho tobacco 
grower to fair and reasonable re­
turns.'’
Tile tobacco industry, the non­
smoking prime minister said, has 
not received "the consideration it 
deserves.” ,
Mr. Diefeiibaker said almit Ifl 
cchif of a a.'^cent package of 
cigarctn goes for lax but did not 
suggest what part of this lax 
may be In line for a reduction. 
PEARKON IILA8T8 TORW»
Mr. Pearson chose a siiecch on 
th« CBC'd French-language tele­
vision network f r o m  Ottawa I also hod a word on unomploy 
Monday night to make his most ment after his train delivered 
blistering attack yet on the Con- him to Brantford, Ont,, from 
servative government. | Toronto Just ns his meeting
He said the Conservatives de­
cided to thrust Canada into a 
winter election Instead of stay­
ing in Parliament to face their 
rcs|X)n.s|billtles because they be­
came panicky after plungipg the 
country Into financial chaos.
Mr. Pearson at another point 
said C a n a d i a n s  must decide 
wliclhcr they can "Imst a fright­
ened govcrnmenl, whclher or not 
you can back the',adminlstratlvK 
rcsiKinsibillty of a political party 
that has Just given up.” ,
Prima Minister Dlelenbskcr
Police Court Fjnes 
In Jan. $1,047
Police court tines during Jan­
uary totalled $1,047, Sgt. W. B. 
Irving Informed counell Monday 
night, ’I'licre were 104 court con­
victions; 83 complaints and 15 
bicycles stolen, of which six wero 
recovered, Sgt. Irving outlined 
the disposition of several police 
court cases dealing with theft, 
and burglary. , '
opened.
IGNORED WARNINGS
He said tho Liberal govern 
ment last spring was ’’warned 
over and over again” that unom 
ployment wouki Increaso unless 
action were token ”td loosen 
tight money and reduce taxes as 
an incentive."
"What aid they do with Ihc re^ 
port? ’They hid It. They kept H 
from the Canadian n e o p lo .  
TOey idild all wan well.”
•  Now the Liberals were prom-
Bee-ELECTIQNB r(ig« 8
B.C. Youths Start 
26,00-M ile Hitch
HALIFAX (CP) ~  Two youths 
from Port Aibernl, B.C., left here 
Monday night to hllcU-hIko homo 
after covering 20,000 miles since 
they loft Vancouver last Sept. 23.
Bill Harris, 10, and Leo Lynp, 
20, arrived hero on tho liner Sn- 
Irnla from Glbrallar, Tho.v 
travelled by bus, cur, piano and 
shin to Central America, the West 
Indies, the British Isles and Con­
tinental Europe, \
So far thc trlp has cost them 
$3,400, Harris estimates, Tltey 
hope to reach Vancouver in 10 
d a y s ,'’ ' ’ _
t h r e e  READINGH 
Three readings vftiro given fô n 
bylaw by etty coundll last night 
whereby the city y/ld wake, avail* 
hbld n piece of lahil frontliid,^^ 
Broadway Avenue buck to Knw 
jviountain, for the development M 
« government can)P elto*
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Q uo ted  Unemployment Figures 
Fail To G ive True Picture
Wc’vc heard a great deal about unemploy­
ment during the past few weeks and in the.* 
coming weeks we are likely to hear much 
more because, unless all signs fail, unem­
ployment vyill be one of the main issues of 
the election campaign.
There is however one thing about unem­
ployment and its use as a political issue that 
is confusing. What are the correct figures? 
Most people know by now that two sep.irate 
figures come out of Ottawa, each month, on 
the subject of unemployment. One, which 
Labor Minister Starr describes as official, is 
the estimate by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics of the number of Canadians with­
out jobs and seeking them. The latest DBS 
figure on this is 386,000 as of mid-December. 
The other is the number of people seeking 
work through the National Employment Ser­
vice. The latest NES figure is 796,000 as of 
January 9. Still a third figure has come out 
of Ottawa when DBS reported that claims 
for unemployment insurance benefits totalled 
499,000 in December.
Who will use which? And with due regard 
to Mr. Starr, why should any of them be 
cited as the actual total of unemployed? This 
newspaper takes no exception to unemploy­
ment being used as a campaign issue if, in 
fact, there is a substantial and genuine 
amount of it; if, that is, a large genuine num­
ber of Canadians really need work, want
most eminent economists takes such a view. 
Speaking at Niagara Falls recently Mr. Gil 
bert Jackson suggested that the 386,000 
figure was three times too great.
He argued that from it should be sub­
tracted 159,000 seasonal workers who, by 
their owif choice, work only in the’summer 
months and claim unemployment insurance 
in the winter. From it also should be sub­
tracted some 100,000 Canadians whom the 
economists call “frictionally unemployed”— 
people moving from one place to another 
and from one job to another. That leaves 
127,000 who arc out of work by reason of 
a business recession. These are the only un­
employed to worry about.
And, of course we ought to be worrying 
about them. We should be worrying about 
the reason these people are unemployed; the 
reason, that is, for the current slack-off. On 
that score, the views of this newspaper co­
incide with those of Mr. Jackson. By continu­
ous wage increases unrelated to productivity, 
we have, as he puts it, enthusiastically priced 
ourselves out of the market”. Wages and sal­
aries have, in fact, risen by 60 per cent since 
the 1949 base year used by DBS. One-fifth 
of this (12 per cent) was packed on during 
1957, when productivity appears to have 
fallen. No wpnder, then, our price level 
stands at an all-time high 
It seems to this newspaper that the real 
issue of the election campaign is not unem
work, and arc unable to find any. Let us, by . ployment but re-employment—getting these
all means, admit and argue over our prob­
lems. But this newspaper has yet to see and 
the electorate has yet to hear, any authorative 
figure on the number of Canadians faced with 
this particular problem.
It may well be that the number is consid­
erably smaller than people arc making out; 
considerably smaller even than Mr. Starr’s 
“official” one of 386,000. One of Canada’s
127,000 (or whatever their number may be) 
back into useful, wealth-creating work. We 
should demand of our political parties that 
instead of deploring h i^  prices they offer 
practical methods of bringing them down and 
sc putting our economy back into high gear. 
There is no more practical method of accom­
plishing this than an all-round increase in 
productivity
Fear C o m p le x  D a n g e ro u s
One of the most dangerous factors in the 
world today is the unreasonable fear complex 
• which seems to have taken a firm hold on too 
many people of the United States. That fear 
complex is to be found in many of the state­
ments q£ their public men. One senator has 
said the situation his country faces is akin to 
that which existed before Pearl Harbor. He 
urges his fellow-Americans to spend their 
days and nights in an effort to pull ahead of 
Russia in the missile race.
This is typical of the state of mind whichr 
seems to be dominating American thought 
since the advent of the sputniks. It is not a 
healthy attitude. It is natural that Americans 
should be concerned about their fate in the 
event of Russia pursuing its aims of world 
domination to their ultimate conclusion. But 
the way to meet that threat is not to be giv­
ing way to fear.
The manifestation of fear is a negative ap­
proach to the situation. Here in Canada, it
does not exist to the same extent as it does 
below the border. But Canadians must be on 
their guard lest it should infiltrate into this 
country.
Fear, even if it is not called by that name 
can be a very real danger. When it becomes 
too strong, it lessens power for positive think­
ing and action. That seems to describe very 
fittingly the position of the United States 
today. Leaders are pulling in different direc 
tions. No one seems to know the effective 
answers to the problem of catching up with 
the Russians. So their ifiisgivings filter down 
to the man in the street, and he, too, becomes 
obsessed with fears as to what the future 
holds.
The very strong evidence that fear has 
taken hold in the United States does not sit 
well on a country to which the free work 
looks for leadership. What is needed is a 
positive and forward look at the problem 
ahead, rather than a fearful, backward loo 
over the shoulder.
E L E C T IO N  R O U N D U P
/ \




Speclatly Written for The 
Kelowna Daily Courier
OTTAWA — The constant 
change of government in France 
gives the rest of the world a 
good political joke, but brings tra­
gedy to that countrj’.
I A democratic nation needs a 
stable government if it is to en­
joy maximum progress and pros­
perity. Only* a stable government 
can formulate and implement 
the long-term programme neces­
sary to give all citizens job 
security and high living stan­
dards.
structive for the country? Pen- 
haps the Ministers just about 
have time to get their names 
painted on their office doors. 
SHALL WE COPY?
Here in Canada, the voters 
brought about some of the disad­
vantages of an unstable govern­
ment by their votes last June.
The. first Diefcnbaker Govern­
ment held a minority position. 
True, it outnumbered Its chief 
rival, the Liberal Party, in Par­
liament. But it was liable, any 
day while Parliament was sitting, 
to be overthrown by the combin­
ed vote of the'Liberals plus eith­
er splinter party; that is. by
The shifting sands of France’s conibi'naUon'’o rthe  ieU w in^s*
many and changing political 
parties have proved to be a dis­
astrous foundation on which to 
try to base a decorative govern­
ment. It is thirteen years since 
that sunny and jubilant August 
day when the German military 
government was driven out of 
Paris, and authority over France 
handed back to French pol- 
iticians._But in those thirteen
ears, France has had no less 
that twenty-four different govern­
ments, each endurmr hensive national' policy. The Lib-
average life of twenty-nine weeks hud that a«nrancA for
only.
T H E  A B O M I N A B L E  " N O " , M A N
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
W eekend Clashes 
Emerges O n
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
There was plenty of disagree­
ment among politicians partic­
ipating in weekend events of the 
campaign for the March 31 fed­
eral general election. But there 
waa a touch of unity on at least 
one point.
^ t h  Prime Minister Diefen- 
bakcr and CCF Leader M, J. 
Coldwcll plumped for establish­
ment of some sort of interna­
tional food bank.
Otherwise, however, It was 
pretty well pure disagreement on 
oil aides.
Social Credit Premier Bennett 
«t British Columbia at a party 
now-wow in Vancouver said nei­
ther the Liberals nor the Pro­
gressive Conaervativc.s care a 
mite for his province except for 
the , votes It can provide. 
“SAWDUST TWINS’*
"They have done nothing for 
B.C. The LlberaLs and Conserva­
tives — the sawdust twins — still 
are making proml.st!s, but only 
promises." ,
At the same Satvirday meeting, 
national Social  ̂Credit Lender 
Solon Low called on party sup­
porters to stand candidates in 
every constituency in the coun­
try.
Liberal Leader l-ester B. Penr- 
gon. meanttmo, let himself In for 
a  little heckling and a lot of ap­
plause with nYSaturday appear­
ance at the University of Tor- 
onto.
It WAS supposed to have been 
a  rally of young university Lib­
erals, but a lot of yo\mg Conscr- 
v a t lv e a  mnnagc<l .to he. Included 
among the more than 200 per-





fence;', e<xii|W education and
other tasuet/. ,the . Conservatlvca
1̂ ^ tidd the Chdwr^ 
•Uvea havql aggravated Uto ««»• 
>i«tAKdwirniwnt: alttiatlim; One hcck- 
t w F w w  .can’t cure iin-
•mploSfincnt Id five minutes and
But at the end they all Joined 
In prolonged applause.
Prime Minister Diefcnbaker 
and Mr. Coldwell* spent a cold 
Saturday campaigning in Sask­
atchewan, Mr. Diefcnbaker was 
in hi.s home constituency of 
Prince Albert and Mr, Coldwcll 
In his, Rosetown-Blggnr.
The prime minister said at 
Nipnwin that he proposed n 
NATO food bank at last Dcccm- 
bcr'.s summit meeting of the or­
ganization In Pari.s ns a defence 
mea.surc,
Such a food bank could take 
present agriculture surpluses off 
the market, ho said, Bvit It would 
also provide a store of food in 
case of war.
FOO DON c r e d it  
Mr. Coldwcll, In hl.s first mn 
jor spcgcli of the campaign, said 
at Ijto.setnwn that Canada could 
help itself by participating in 
economic aid programs through 
the United Nations and a world 
food bank,
Nations in need could draw 
from such a food storage system 
without having to pay cash, But 
food prodvicers would be paid im­
mediately for 'their nroduct by 
(uonn.s of a co-operative fund.
Mr. Coldwcll said a CCF gov-, 
prnment would provide federal 
i\lf| for construction of homes, 
schools and hospitals; prices for 
agricultural nroducls In line—at 
parity ~  with production and 
other costs; national marlccting 
boards, when requested, and a 
national erno Insurance plan. ' 
He described the program «s 
a plan for' human welfare. It 
would Iw a planner!' economy 
with e.stabUshnfjcnt of a national 
investment board to stabilize in­
vestment polictca and replace 
the "itioradic flood or famine" 
oif private Investment.
A bold program of public in­
vestment would ensuro employ, 
ment for all Conadlana. One as- 
ncct of this 'would be constnic- 
tlon of the South Saskatchewhn 
Blver power and Irrigation dam. 
EULCCnON ILL-TIMED 
In Vancouver, Mr. Low cri<
ized the calling of an election at 
this time. The weather in many 
areas would make it impossible 
for people to get out to meetings 
and learn the Issues and vote on 
them.
Ho also considered It undeslr 
able to take Parliament out of 
action at a time when trade and 
unemployment were .close to bc: 
ing "crisis" issues.
He sold the Progressive Con­
servative government will have 
spent some SI,000,000,000 for the 
country's business before a new 
Parliament can meet.
Under ordinary circumstances 
.such expenditures would have 
been subject to parliamentary 
scrutiny before the money was 
used, ho said.
Mr. Diefcnbaker campaigned 
with vigorous Informality Satur­
day despite temperatures rang­
ing from 10 to 3.̂  below.
URGES TORY MAJORITY 
At Nlpwaln ho said the former 
Liberal government was lax In 
planning development of Cana- 
dian resources. He urged voters 
to give his Conservative party a 
Commons majority to \carry out 
Its* "great vision of opportunltv 
for Canada.*f Ho flow from Prince 
Albert to Toronto later for a 
speach tonight at Brantford, Out,, 
before heading to Newfoundlnnd 
for a. two-day visit. ,
Facing a barrege of questions 
in Toronto, Mr. Pearson said the 
Conscrvalivc.s are allowing (he 
United States to exercise control 
of Capada's air force without 
first having signed an agreement 
siieclfylng under vyhat conditions.
Tlic former external affairs 
minister said the North Amcr* 
lean air defence system set up 
at Colorado Springs under an 
American commander and a;Cn 
nndlan deputy m ay bo a good 
thing, '
But Canada fir.nt should have 
obtained an agrebment with the 
U.S. spelling out the conditions 
o|f this arrangement.
SEES MORE EMPLOYMENT 
Elsewhere, Labor Minister Ml 
chad Starr said a t Toronto Sat-
THE WEE FREES
Bloody but unbow’d I take up 
my parable once again, sustained 
by the spirit of King Henry V and 
his noble words "Once more, dear 
friends, into the breach!" To be 
smitten twice in one day, edi­
torially in one case and by a 
poem read over the air, in the 
other, is quite something. In the 
case of the poet, I must compli­
ment him on possessing a sense 
of humor, and I find no fault in 
that, in the introduction, it was 
stated that I criticized the Scotch 
(I have been told that the proper 
term is Scots or Scottish) and the 
Irish. Far be it from me to criti­
cize those so fortunate as to live 
within hailing distance, almost, 
of England but I admit that I did 
poke a little fun at them. Bless 
your hearts, sirs!
The Wee Frees, I understand, 
are or were a certain non-con­
forming segment of the Church of 
Scotland. There we can leave 
them but the name suggests a 
question to my mind "How wee 
can ye be about being free?” 1 
prefer this to the sort of thing 
emanating from the Parliament 
of our land: "How small can you 
get?** and "How dead can you 
drop?"
Now the grim humorless gloom 
evident in certain quarters having 
replaced the mischievous twitch 
of devilment peculiar to my sub­
conscious, I would make the fol­
lowing solemn statement. There 
is oqly one condition under which 
we can be said to be free. It is 
expressed in certain words of the 
Book of Common Prayer of the 
Angliqan Communion which re­
fer to Almighty God “whose ser­
vice is perfect freedom". It was 
not particularly of the press that 
I was thinking when I said that 
it was not free. We talk a great 
deal about our fredom. We say 
we arc a free people but it is not 
true. We are not free because we 
are not fit to be free. Our free­
dom is condition. The press, for 
example, must maintain a certain 
standard or people will not buy 
what is printed. In England cer­
tain publications have gone out 
of business bccauso they could 
not make , the grade financially 
The press, therefore, is not free 
It Is dependent upon financial 
support and this could be with­
drawn if the public no longer 
wished to buy: and If the pub­
lic wished no longer to ,bu.v, no 
one would ndvertise.^Thc end of 
the freedom of the press is ob­
vious.
Neither are wo free in other 
ways. When men arc forced to 
join a union before they can get 
a job, then those men nro not 
free. When the mine closed In an 
East Kootenay town Ihe other 
day, the company offered to 
transfer many men to a neigh­
boring mining town; but they 
were not allowed to do so bc- 
cnu.so It would \jpset seniority 
ri'i'it'i. Yet wo live In a free 
country, Until wc are free, lot’s 
slDi) pretending wo are. I have 
no doubt there nro m'any other 
aspects of .this lack of freedom.
These are but examples.
We say we have freedom of 
speech. Well, there are sanctions 
which prevent this. People do not 
like being unpopular and so they 
do not say the things they would 
like to say. In some instances df 
which we have read, when men 
have spoken their minds, they 
have been asaulted and literal^ 
driven from their employment.
Freedom, of course, is not li­
cense. I quite understand that. I 
have no desire to say vicious 
hurtful things; nor could I bring 
myself, if I were in another occu­
pation, to invade the privacy of 
the lives of people’ whose chief 
desire is to mind their own busf- 
ness.. When their privacy is so in­
vaded, they are. no longer free. 
The business, then, of the free 
dom, whether of the press or 
whatever else you nmy think of. 
is an intricate questfoti. and one 
to which we might well give seri 
ous thought before we make it a 
subject to be portrayed in the 
printnig of postage stamps.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
10 YEARS AGO 
February, 1948
Westbank: A program of con­
siderable expansion, including 
packing and storage facilities is 
planned by the Westbank Co­
operative Growers’ Association 
as a result of their purchase last 
week of the British Columbia 
Shippers* interests in Westbank. 
The association’s present cold 
storage facilities of 68,000 boxes 
will be increased another 50,000 
making a total capacity of jal- 
most 120,000 boxes.
A request for $20 a month In­
crease for' every teacher in Kel­
owna School District 23 was 
turned down by the board of 
trustees, secretary Barton an­
nounced. He said the reason 
given for the request was.to meet 
rising costs of living. The $20 
monthly was to be in the form of 
a cost of living bonus.
20 YEARS AGO 
February, 1938
Miss Margaret Taylor, ace 
Kelowna badminton star, and re­
cently crowned B.C. singles and 
doubles champion, added a sec­
ond major plum to her laurels 
in Spokane when she defeated the 
United States national champion, 
Mrs, Dal Barkhuff of Seattle, in 
the finals of the Inland Empire 
badminton championships.
30 YEARS AGO 
February, 1928
It will be of interest to local 
anglers that Mr. J. C. Clarance, 
of Okanagan Mission, reports the 
capture by him and his son of 
two Eastern brook trout in Oka­
nagan Lake. The catch was made 
near the mouth of Cedar Creek, 
each fish weighing three pounds. 
It will be recollected that Eastern 
brook trout eyed-eggs were plant­
ed twice in Mission Creek, Bear 
Creek and other .streams flowing 
into Okanogan Lake by the De­
partment of Marine and Flsher- 
le.s, and the question as to 
whether the resulting fry would 
or would not make the lake their 
habitat was much debated.,
40 YEARS AGO 
February, 1918
As a result of an energetic 
campaign for funds, the Kelowna 
branch of the Prisoners of War 
Fund was able to report receipts 
for January totalling $147,05,
laundry under the business name 
of the Kelowna Steam Laundry 
Co. A very suitable site has been 
secured on Mill Creek, and the 
construction of the buildings will 
be commenced in a week or two 
The plant will include the rnost 
up-to^ate washers, mangles, ex­
tractors, ironers and starchers 
and will be powered by a 10 h.p, 
engine and boiler.
cialists or the right wing Socreds 
with the left-right left-right squad 
of French-Canadian M.P.’s who 
formed the unpredictable core 
and majority of the Liberal Party 
in Parliament.
Thus the first Diefcnbaker Gov­
ernment lacked the assured ix)sl- 
tion and continuity of say (our 
years, which any goverpment in 
o.ur country is entitled to expect,- 
in which to formulate, imple­
ment, and have judged a compre-
Can a new government set a 
country on the right path in 
twenty-nine weeks? Not Pygma­
lion likely, as George Bernard 
Shaw might have said.
STUDY PERIOD 
It takes a cabinet of new mini­
sters at least three months to 
study the - general principles of 
their respective departments of 
government, and to fit their pro- 
grame into the general national 
policy.' The treasury board, large­
ly a committee of cabinet min­
isters, then need about two 
months to comb through and 
approve the spending estimates 
of each department, assuming 
that the civil service staff have 
meanwhile been able to rough- 
hew the estimates. It then takes 
parliament at least three months 
to study the estimates and ap­
prove toe budget. And finally it 
is another twelve months before 
th® full effect of the new national 
policy underlying toe new govern­
ment’s budget can reach down to 
benefit ful^ the average man at 
the bench or the average house­
wife in a groceteria.
Some benefits, such as cuts in 
sales taxes, would bc noticed Im­
mediately; but other effects 
would require a much longer 
period to percolate.
Facing this long time-table, 
what chance does a French gov­
ernment of twenty-nine weeks 
duration have, to do anything con-
crals had that assurance for 
twenty-two yealrs, and presum­
ably had every opportunity to put 
all their ideas into effect in toat 
time: the Conservatives have not 
yet had toat opportunity, al­
though’ in a mere eight months 
they have already achieved more 
than many governments have 
done in as many years. However, 
what they have so far achieved, 
admirable and welcome though it 
is, represents some obviously 
needed odd jobs, not a genera] 
reshaping of toe landscape.
And this situation arose sole­
ly because a few hundred thous­
and voters insisted on giving 
themselves toe political luxury 
and national irresponsibility of 
being non-conformist and non­
compromising; those are the vot­
ers who, under a two party sys­
tem, elected to vote for third and 
fourth parties.
No miracle could bring either 
the CCF or toe Social Creditors 
into power at next month’s elec­
tion. The latter proved to be 
rather a disappointing and lack­
lustre group in this past Parlia­
ment, and they really seem to 
have no place in the federal field. 
The CCF are in a different posi­
tion, representing a defenlte and 
recognisable political philosophy. 
But still, while on balance voters 
would be justified in voting CCF, 
it is very hard to see what pur­
pose would be served by any So­
cial Credit vote on 3Ist March 
next.
M A R C H  O F  S C IE N C E
. . . WELL HE'S UP 
FOR RE-ELECTION
MADOC, Ont. (CP)-Residents 
of this village are still chuckl­
ing about an error in the weekly 
Madoc Review.
A pre-election stoty said: "It 
is expected that the Hon. Sidney 
Smith, minister of external af­
fairs, will again be appointed sta­
tion agent at Bannockburn."
Mr. Smith was elected Progress 
sive Conservative member of the 
House of Commons for the Hast- 
ings-Frontenac riding last No­
vember. He is standing for re- 
election.
S tim u la te  G ro w th  
e H o rm o n e s
NEW PAINT
A water - soluble industrial 
enamel, believed first of its 
type in the world, has been de­
veloped in Sweden,
B IB L E  T H O U G H T
All power Ilf given me In heaven 
anti In earth. Matt. 28:18.
Ho \wn,s given power to rise 
from tlie grave, ho later appeared 
to Saul of Tarsus and many 
others.
SO YEARS AGO 
February. 1908
A hotpo industry of some mag 
nttlidc Is projected by Mc,sars. 
Stubbs, Cartridge and Elworthy, 
who are about to start a steam
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By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE
NEW YORK (AP)—Male sex 
hormone can stimulate growth to 
help adolescent boys reach their 
adult height sooner, medical re­
searchers report.
The treatment is especially 
helpful for boys who feel psycho­
logically inferior because class­
mates go towering above them 
while they remain short.
In adolescence, some boys 
shoot UD in height early while 
others don’t experience the spurt 
In growth until years later.
Tiny daily doses of sex hor 
mono helped produce the growth 
spurt, Drs. Nancy Baylor, Gil­
bert S. Gordon and H. Llsser of 
t h e  University of California 
school of medicine and nationa 
institute of mental health report 
in the journal. Pediatric Clinics 
of North America.
HELPS SOME 
Tho hormone treatment helped 
some boys reach this height 
sooner than they might have 
otherwise, the researchers said 
A few boys became a few Inches 
taller than the predicted height 
A few did not reach it.
Forty-seven of 51 boys taking 
the hormone had prompt spurts 
In growth. All but a few reached 
maximum growth In the first 
year of treatment.
The artlfl9lnl spurt was Induced 
earlier than In o group of late- 
mnturlnr bovs who were no( 
treated. The boys getting the hor­
mone grew at least as rapidly 
and for a longer time than those 
not treated.
A few boys have since become 
old enough to marry, and there 
is no evidence the treatment In­
terfered with fertility, the report 
said. At Igast five have become 
fathers.







urday night that too,number of 
unemployed In Canada will, begin 
to dccrcn.se In a few wefcka.
He said unemployment Is be­
ginning to, level off now, whereas 
last year It had continued to rUe 
until March.
At Hull, Quo,, Lionel Chevrlcr. 
former LH)ernl transiwnt minis­
ter,, s a i d  the. ConscrvaUve.s 
wanted a winter election because 
they didn’t want to pmduco a 
federal budget at this time. He 
said a budget would hovo shown 
n $500,000,000 deficit,
He also said the Conservatives 
wanted to avoid a discussion of 
the royal commission report rec*- 
ommendlng that firemen not be 
used on CPR freight and yard 
diesel locomotives.
DRILLING
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G O /N G  OVERSEAS?
Keep 'jp to date on Canada by 
regularly reading
CANADA REVIEW
Keep In touch with home news — 
sports, finance, politics and current 
•vents. Canada Weekly Review — 
the only Canadian poper edited and 
published In Great Britain Is bn sale 
at leading hotels and news-stands. 
Fast cable news gives you a weekly 
report on Conodian affairs and hap­
penings.
ON BALE EVERY FRIDAY 
AT NEWS AGENTS
everywhere In  th e  U .K .
Only 6d per copy
Mrs. R. Stirling To, Represent
Red Cross M eet
NAVY ON PARADE
Mrt. R. Stirling will represent* 
the Kelowna branch when., the 
annual Provincial Council of the 
British Columbia Division of the 
Canadian Red Cross Society 
< ^ns a two^ay session at Hotel 
Vancouver February 25.
Guesf speaker on the first day 
will be Marshal Steams, MBE 
Chairman nj the National Exe­
cutive Committee of the Cana­
dian Red Cross.
Mr. Stearns, a partner in the 
.Toronto firm of T. A.. Richardson 
and Company, served with the 
48th Highlanders in Worid War 
II and for the last two years 
(1942-45) was aide-de-camp to 
Lieut. General Guy G. Simonds, 
commander of the 2nd Canadian 
Corps. For war service he was 
awarded the MBE,. the Croix de 
Guerre (Belgium) and was men­
tioned in despatches.
Elected chairman of the Nat­
ional Executive Committee in 
May 1957, Mr. Stearns has given 
many years of voluntary service 
to the Red Cross.
Accompanying Mr. Steams 
from Toronto to attend the Coun­
cil is Dr. W. S. Stanbury, MBE, 
National Director of the Cana­
dian Red Cross. During the s^ar, 
as Transfusion Officer for the 
North East region of England, 
Dr. Stanbury maintained supplies 
of blood for transfusions on the 
battlegrounds and on the home 
front.
At the end of the waf Dr.
By ALICE ALDEN
Again it’s navy all the way 
this spring. Of course other 
colors get their due share of 
promotion and interest, but 
there isn’t a designer or house 
that isn’t offering everything in 
navy. The more important the
house, the more navy is shown. 
Christian Dior of New'York, for 
example, does this handsome 
coat of navy blue wool. Clever 
detail includes the buttoned, 
double-panel back and the four- 
patch-pocket front. It’s an easy- 
to-wear. go-cverywhere coat.
MARSHAL STEARNS, MBE
Stanbury, undertook a survey of 
Canadian hospital blood transfu­
sion facilities for the Canadian 
Red Cross with a view to organ­
izing a peacetime national blood 
transfusion service. His plans 
were adopted by the Society and 
Dr. Stanbury became National 
Director for the Canadian Red 
Cross
H IT H E R  A N D  Y O N
Guest sr>eaker on the second I many.”
DR. W. S. STANBURY
day of Council will be Mr. Roy 
Jacques, DCM, news editor and 
commentator for Radio. CKWX. 
Mr. Jacques spent some time as 
a prisoner of war in Germany 
and has vivid memories of the 
Canadian Red Cross food parcels 
which he describes as “the most 
popular, and most sought after 
in every prison camp in Ger-
GUESTS AT THE HOME . . . 
of Mr. and Mrs. J . D. Monteith 
over the week-end w*ere Miss Pat 
Dickens and Mr. Robert Dickens, 
Mr. Monteith’s cousins, and Mr. 
tom Light, all of Chilliwack.
PROUD GRANDPARENTS . . . 
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Van Ackeren 
welcomed a new member into the 
family last week wheq their first 
grandchild was bom. Mr. and 
Mrs. Gordon Walmsley, nee Joan 
Van Ackeren are the parents of 
a little girl.
MR. AND MRS. J. TORRANCE 
. . had their son-in-law, Mr. 
Hedley Rowell visiting them over 
the week-end.
EIGHT COUPLES . . . were 
entertained at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs.' Bert Davies, Burne 
Ave. on Saturday evening, when 
a Chinese dinner was the high­
light of the evening.
MRS. I. M. PARKINSON . . . 
who has been holidaying in Vic­
toria for the past two months 
returned this week-end with her 
son Mayor R. F. Parkinson who 
was in the capital city on civic 
business. '
A’TTEND INITIATION DIN­
NER. , . . District Governor K. 
Harding, deputy governor Earl 
Quesnel of Vernon, R. Dolman, 
B. Weddell, A. Taylor, B. Davies, 
A. Byers, A. Burbank, L. Wall, 
G. Ohashi, T. Garside and D. 
McClennan attended an initiation 
dinner in Penticton last week for 
nine new Kinsmen. ’The affair 
was held at the Incola Hotel.
D'r. Knox CKapter lODE Lives Up 
To "N o t For Ourselves Alone" •
The motto of the Dr. W. J.i which when added to previous
Knox Chapter, I.O.D.E.. "Not f o r  j donations, disclosed that a total of
ourselves alone” is clearlv in- donated to thisrs u s «  . is i riy m
dicated m the following annual i pyp examinations and
reixirt. | glasses supplied to needy school
More than $900 was spent on! children, 
services by the Dr. Knox Chapter, I $106.00 was spent for relief and 
l.O.D.E. in past year, it was re-] welfare work; $25 was donated to 
vealed at the annual meeting held the senior Japanese home: $16 for 
earlier this month, at the home parcels sent to our pensioner in 
of Mrs. L. J. Brazzlel. i Wales.
Mrs. Charles Pettman was re-| 95 calendars supplied to School 
elected Regent for the ensuing | District No. 23
year. Mrs. H. N. Williams, first 
Vice-Regent; Mrs. R. D. Knox, 
second vice-Regent. The new sec­
retary is Mrs. M. dePfyffer, with 
Mrs. P. G. Russell as treasurer. 
Educational secretary is Mrs. R. 
P. MacLean, and Echoes secre­
tary is Mrs. F. Macklin. Mrs. 
Harold Johnston is convener of 
services at home and abroad, 
and Mrs. J. Panton is standard 
bearer,
33 gifts to adopted schools at 
Christmas.
A total of 145 hours voluntary 
service were rendered by chapter 
members. 94 new Canadians wera 
presented with l.O.D.E. citizen­
ship greeting cards.
A successful year for the chatv 
ter’s superfluity shop was re­
ported. The stop is maintained by 
members and is oi>en every Thui^ 
sday, Friday and Saturday of
’The champtcr donated $100 toleach week front 2 - 4  vi.m. at 
the Student Assistance Fund, 1 room 8 in the Casorso Block.
Follow-up To Panel. 
Planned By PTA
The K e l o w n a  Elementary! tionally disturbed children..
P.T.A. have planned a follow-up 
meeting to the panel discussion 
on "Is There an Answer to Juv­
enile Delinquency” , which they 
sponsored last month. The sug­
gestions which arose out of the 
panel are to be discussed at the 
coming meeting on Monday, 
February 24, at 8 p.m. in the 
Senior High School lunchroom, 
and if possible a line of action 
drawn up. Some of the recom­
mendations to curb delinquency 
that were made by various 
speakers on the panel are listed 
here:
1. The appointment of a “visit­
ing teacher” or “school social 
worker” on the staff of the local 
schools.
2 A permanent child guidance 
clinic here.
3. The establishment of a 
boarding type of school for emo-
4. The appointment of a full 
time probation officer stationed 
in Kelowna.
5. A nf|ht school course for 
parents.
6. A "parent’s union” or the 
drawing up of a standard or 
code of behaviour for young 
people.
7. To instil a respect for au­
thority for parents, for teachers, 
and for the police.
8. Censorship of reading mater­
ial, T.V. programs, and monies.
’The P.T.A. feel that there arc 
many concrete things which can 
be done to provide some of the 
answers to this question of del­
inquency, and that with the sup­
port of the citizens and parents 
of Kelowna some of the ways and 
means can be discussed and ac­
tion begun, at this important 
meeting.
ALICE WINSBY — WOMEN’S EDITOR
TUES. FEB. 18, 1938 THE DAILY COURIER
Kiwassas Note 
Change Of Night 
For Meetings
Meeting nights of the Kiwassas 
have been changed. Starting with 
the next meeting, regular meet­
ings will be held on the first 
Tuesday of each month. The next 
meeting will be on March 4 at 
Joyce Perkins’ place. Please take 
note of that, all you ladies.
L E T 'S  E A T ,
Pancakes Are Tra(Jitional Dish 
For Shrove Tuesday, Today
“Todav, Tuesday is Mardi Gras. SPICED TOMATO JUICE 
the last celebration before FROM THE CHEF
Lent,’’ said the Chef. “ I .suggest Boil 4  tsp. mixed pickle spice 
that homemakers celebrate the and tsp. celery seed 5 min. in
traditional cu«;tom by making 
oancakes for their families and 
friends.”
“That could be fun. Chef.” I 
agreed. “What kind of pancakes 
do you suggest?”
“Thin, French-style pancakes. 
Madame, with surprise fillings. 
Perhaps I should explain.
USE FAVORITE MIX 
’’Use your favorite pancake
‘-C. water. Turn 1 (No. 2*2) can 
tomato juice into a saucepan. 
Strain in the pickle spice liquid 
and heat until boiling.
Serve in cups. Float a quarter- 
section of a slice of lemon on 
each serving.
CLUB PIONEER
BRANTFORD. Ont. (CP)— 
Miss Grace Foster was on hand
FIANCE SHORTER;
with her witty, forthright editor­
ials on the north.
- Mrs. Murray has campaigned 
for time changes, secession of 
northern British Columbia to Al­
berta and many other causes in 
her 13 years as editor and pub­
lisher.
Another editor of the north de­
scribes her as "a gaudy dauber 
on the ,often-grey canvas of 
Canadian journalism,” She pre­
fers to call herself "ye ed."
STAUNCH jPIGHTER
When she advocated that north­
ern B.C., base of tl̂ e Alaska 
Highway, secede to join neigh­
boring Alberta, bomb-like erup­
tions came from provincial lead­
ers in Victoria
She waged a successful battle 
to replace Pacific Time with 
Mountain Standard Time — “ the 
farmers had to do their milking 
in the dark.”
“ I’m not against things,” she 
says, "I just don’t believe In 
publishing something I don't 
think will do some good.”,
Her active poUticnl life — 
started in 1945, a year after the 
first edition of the paper hit the 
stands—was a rousing puzzle for 
her husband, George Mntheson 
Murray.
OPPOSING PARTIES
George, first elected Liberal 
member for Lillooet, LIO miles 
north of Vancouver, in 1933, was 
running' for the sent again in 
1945, His wife tossed her bonnet 
into the ring ns Social Credit 
candidate In Pence River, She 
called It her personal protest'*" "" «ienr."
' ‘ UP FROM KANSAS
Forthright LaiJy Editor Colors 
Life For Peace River Populace
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C, (CP)— against a Liberal-Conservative 
Silver - haired Margaret Lally alliance in British Colunibia. 
Murray, 69-year-old editor and “I didn’t know anything more 
publisher of the Alaska Highway about Social Credit than a load 
News, delights readers each week of hay,” she says with a grin.
Both she and George were de­
feated.
Two years later, George was 
elected Liberal MP for Cariboo. 
Mrs. Murray, in the meantime, 
went into the Yukon to campaign 
for Liberal candidate Aubrey 
Simmons, wh6 won. Mr. Sim­
mons was recently defeated in a 
byclection for the seat by Pro­
gressive Conservative Erik Niel­
sen.
She went to Ottawa to watch 
George enter the Commons and 
wrote readers: “ In amongst this 
array of finery was me . . . 
Chatelaine of the CfJrlboo . , . 
gorgeously draped in i>ix of the 
handsome.st mink ever taken by 
trapper, Charlie Brandt.” 
RUGGED TIMES 
Her career on The! News, has 
been exciting. A woman render 
once entered the editorial office 
with a whip concealed in’ her 
muff. In the 1940s boom-town 
Fort St. John "was splashed 
with blood every week,"
"Our boxscorc in one Issue was 
10 fatnlitics, including three mur 
ders," she reminisced. "Some 
times, qn t h e  second time 
around, issues would sell for a 
dollar."
The News now has a broader 
and quieter circulation of about 
2.300, including trappers, oilmen 
and prospectors,
Interviewed recently in the of­
fice of the one-storey frame 
building where The News Is ,RUt 
together, Mrs, Murray antic­
ipated the question each time 
her phone jangled; "It’ll be out
S P R IN G  S U IT  
S IG N A T U R E
Hj VERA WINSTON
The low-placed belt is one 
of the important signatures of 
the new suits. It is nicely writ­
ten on this trim suit, with the 
belt slipping through fabric 
slits. In navy or gray yarn 
dyed worsted, the double 
breasted jacket subscribes to 
the chemise line.The scarf is 
of printed chiffon to match the 
trim on the felt cloche hat.
So Bride Insisted Being 
M arried W ith Shoes O ff
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) 
slender bride was being married 
in her mother’s gown, and she 
insisted that it be altered so that 
it would trail on the floor.
She was so fussy on this point 
that John van Drill finally asked 
her why
New Police Gals 
Tote Sticks In 
Stockholm
S T O C K H O L M  (Reuters)— 
Sweden’s first p o l i c e w o m e n  
made their debut in Stockholm 
during January. The 14 girls, 
with an average age of 23, wear 
navy-blue uniforms and pqrk-pie 
caps. Their skirts are of two 
types: A sports-model "trouser 
sk irt"’ and a smarter, tight-fit­
ting one. Both have special hip 
pockets for nightsticks.
The policewomen, like their 
male colleagues, carry revolvers 
after dark.
The capital’s crime statistics 
indicate that the policewomen 
have a tough job ahead. Since 
the abolition of alcohol rationing 
in 1955, the number of appre­
hended drunks has risen to 24,- 
000 from 10,000 a year, while the 
total number oif motor vehicles 
stolen rose to 11,000 from 3,000 In 
the.period 1050 to 1956.
In difoHng with delinquent mor 
torists, the women police will 
have the assistance of the women 
known in Swedish slang as "the 
parking brides"—women dressed 
in grey-green uniforms who arc 
employed by the city’s municipal 
traffic d e p a r t m e n t  to catch 
drivers leaving their cars in no- 
pnrklng areas or ignoring park 
ing meter.'!.
WINFIELD
. WINFIELD — It Was learnt at 
the Recreation Cominlasidn nicct- 
Ing hold Thursday evening in 
Meqiorinl Hall that there is ac­
tive in Winfield a tele.scopc mak­
ing group, n wiXKtworking class 
and a music nitpreclution group.
Those wishing information on 
any of those groups have been 
asked to contact John McCou- 
brey, Alec Green, S. Toljt or Mrs. 
Laura Walker.
Born in ’ Kansas City, she 
worked for a saddle firm In 1910 
and got acquainted with Cana 
dians by slipping p note with her 
address Into the bags of saddles 
going to Alberta and Saskatche 
waji cowboys. \
"Tl»o answers I received de 
elded me," she says, "I left for 
Canada,"
She wiî s headed for Cnlgnry 
but got sidetracked in Vancouver 
where she took a job with 
struggling weekly pnner, The 
Chinook, and matrlcd George 
Murray in 1913, He was also a 
reimrlcr, Then came n series of
“My fiance is shorter than I 
am—and sensitive about it,” she 
explained. “So I am going to be 
married with my shoes off. Then 
I won’t have to look down on him 
when I say T do.’
“That’s why the dress has to 
sweep the floor. I don’t want my 
feet to show.”
This is one of many odd in­
cidents that have befallen van 
Drill, who is known as “the wed­
ding gown king.” As president of 
the Le Boeuf firm in East 
Orange, N.J., he is a specialist 
in the cleaning and preserving of 
wedding outfits.
BIG BUSINESS
His concern handled 30,000 
gowns last year, grossed more 
than $1,000,000.
Van Drill, a short, dark-haired 
man of 44, is a self-made special­
ist. He got a job, in a dry clean­
ing plant at 14, after his father’s 
death.
“The plant wouldn’t allow us to 
clean wedding gowns—they were 
too risky,” he recalled. So van 
Drill set up in business for him­
self.
Now he has customers across 
the land, many of whom send 
him for repair and restoration 
wedding finery that has been 
treasured in families for genera­
tions. , '
“ In former times most wedding 
gowns were m ade, by brides 
themselves, by their relntive.s or 
by dressmakers," he said, "And 
they mode them out of every­
thing from wool blankets to flour 
sacks, table cloths and lacs cur­
tains.”
Today the stores sell . be­
tween 700,(K)0 and 800,000 wed­
ding, gowns yearly. It’s a $100,- 
000;060 Industry. The gowns cost 
an average of $125, but range 
front $39 to $1,800, Van Drill him­
self says a bride can do right 
nicely for $69.
MANY GRATEFUL 
Mahy brides, of course, want to 
be married in the same gown 
worn by their mother and grand­
mother. But often the gown, left
The tall attic, has fallen
* victim to mice, moths and mois­
ture. The task of restoring it 
sometimes requires a fabric mir­
acle.
“But brides are the best people 
in the world to deal with,” said 
van Drill. “They are approach­
ing one of the most emotional 
moments of their lives, and they 
are deeply grateful for any help 
you give them.”
On the other hand, a few 
wives have come to-him  later 
and wanted to pawn or sell their 
wedding gowns. One bride, who 
had been married twice in the
same gown and lost both hus­
bands, asked him to dye the 
gown blue for her third wedding.
“Maybe that’ll change my 
luck,” she said cheerfully. “After 
all, blue has always been my 
lucky color.”
But the bride he remembers 
most is one he never met. She 
sent a brand-new wedding dress, 
lovely and shimmering, to be 
preserved and sealed in foil. 
With it came this note:
“ I want to keep it all my life. 
It has never been worn and never 
will be. My fiance was killed in 
a plane crash on the way to our 
wading.”
W ife  P re s e n e n
Try a ckeety winter barbecue in 
your fireplace. Plastic to protect cor« 
peting can be secured fci place 
away from the fire under legs of o 
eorving toblo or cart.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Deserte(J Woman Poses As Widow 
Now' Fears Hoax May Be Exposed
DEAR MARY HAWORTH; Can will be at home at 602 Sunkist 
you tell me how to learn the Drive, Gopher City. Mr. Smoke 
whereabouts of a man separated I is a chemical engineer employed 
from his wife, for many years? I in executive capacity by the 
He is a veteran of the first war Genius Plastics Corporation
Make Cozy CoveT For Baby As 
Change From Bibs And Bootees
J. MeCnobrey was in the chair,
■nd after much discussion on moves to other British Columbia 
ht)w to bring the advantages of weeklies, 
the commlssloo to the hoUcc of Describing h««r policy on the 
all formed groups or prospective
groui>s wishing to utilize their
, iCl
first one she owned, she says: 
"I was Indetwndent, I printedu
leisure lime, it was decided to cveryt>ody’B comnlnints,” 
(dvlsoforfn nn A i ry Board. Vohm- 
tcera for the board were Mftx 
roynt»> Handl, Mr. Moses, 
Mrs. L, Chato oral Alec Green.
Hooks, films, fllmstriiM on any 
activity any group , wishing to 
lake up can be obtained thrraigh
In the late TD30S the Murrays 
toured the, Orient, ond were 
boinl>ed frCiim their Shanghai ho­
tel by the Jniuinese.
Mrs. Murray will' be 70 in 
August, I«il hos plenty of plans 
"If the SBr> keeps flowing "
the commission. They will try to “ Flr.st off," she says, “ I’m go- 
bring tenchcTs of hobbies, in con- ing to write the saga of the 
tact with groups wishing to team. Alaska lllghwoy."
By ElEANOR ROSS ^
One of the nicest gift Ideas 
we've come uoon lately is a 
blanket which Mother can em­
broider for llnby,
Of co»irsf, the blanket Is 
pretty enough for baby’s bed just 
as is. But the charming print 
pattern can be made even pret­
tier with simple outline embroid­
ery stitches, the kind a nonex­
pert In fine needlework will find 
easy to do,
CHANGE OF PACE 
Tl(c mothcr-to-be who has al­
ready knitted her quota of baby 
booties and sweaters will surely 
enjoy this change of pace,
■IHe blanket Is made of light, 
warm synthetic fabric, screen- 
prinied in a dainty sampler pat­
tern. The binding is 100*''i> nylon.
With each blanket, there are 
auggeatlona lat to how Mother 
can enhance each tiny flower 
with her own outline stitches, 
Rhc can choose her own colors 
and put as much loving hand­
work into the project as she 
likes. ' ,
The blanket Is safely wash­
able, of course, for what else
could one put on a baby’s bed! 
WASH-AND-WEAR
Many mothers will be cheered 
to learn that more wash-and- 
wear clothing for boys i.-i going 
to be turned out every year from 
now on. Experts in the clothing 
field predict that this fact nloms 
will li^ s t the sale of clothing Ip 
general.
Mother and the girls, of 
course, have their clothing situ 
atlon pretty well in hand.
If It’s a fact that boys get 
their ’ clothing dirtier quicker 
than the girls do, then the trend 
to wash-and-wear In masculine 
apparel will mean les.i trouble 
for mother, less strain on the 
family budget and a smarter- 
looking man and boy.
GRAHAM IN GUATEMALA \
GUATEMALA (AD-Scveriil 
hvindred |H:rsons rcs|)on(le(l to nn 
ap|)cal by U.S. evangelist Billy
Graham to their Uvea to
hi
here—VVednesdny and Thursday
Christ." Grnhnr sold B.’l,690 a r ­
sons Attended is two meetingss_V- ■ • . -  -
night~on a Cnrlht>enn tour that 
takes him to Mexico today.
(1917). She knows his number,
I think; or could secure it. She 
doesn’t want him to know she is 
inquiring.
She has this problem: She has 
let it be thought that she is a 
widow, because for years she suf­
fered from gossip and embarrass­
ment as a separated wife. When 
her children began to suffer on 
this score, too, she moved to an­
other town and assumed a 
widow’s status.
Now the children are grown and 
the younge.st is to be married 
soon. The mother is afraid to 
refer to the father as “ the late 
. . in ca.se he is .still alive. 
Then, too, he is vicious and 
wouW welcome a chance to hurt 
the family and so would his rela­
tives, Thesy are the kind the Bible 
describes as "lower than the 
beasts of the field . , It Is a 
tragic story;'.she alone has any­
thing to lose, thus Is vulnerable, 
CHIEFLY CONCERNED 
FOR HER c h il d r e n  
Can she learn whether he Is 
still alive without his hearing of 
the Inquiry’? How can nn an­
nouncement be made to cover 
the mnritni status without re­
vealing anything? Largely, It Is 
her children she want.s to pro­
tect, ns they've been given to 
understand and always have said 
that their father is dead.
She Is afraid to go to local 
clergymen or politicians lest her 
confidence be betrayed, ns has 
happened in the past. Her chll 
dren all arc past 20 but wouldn't 
bo able to face seandnl ns brave­
ly ns the mother, who has cov­
ered the sin of her husband and 
protected the children. They 
would bitterly blaitie her,—G.B. 
SIMPLE 8TATK5IENT 
IS SUFFICIENT i
Dear G,P,: The .sensible way, 
to handle the matter would be toj 
avoid the grand gesture in mak-i 
ing an announcement of the mar­
riage through the news|)apers, | 
'You don’t have to supply the | 
whole rlgmaioh! of the bride’s j 
recent ancestry, It Is sufficient i 
to say; “Mrs.ylohn Doc of Sandy 
Gulch announcers the nrarriagel 
of her daughter Gwen Ann to 
Mr, Clay Pl|)o Smoke on Friday, 
January 17 at the Church of the 
AngcLs. Tlie Reverend Oadfrey 
SSooks officiated pt the II n.m. 
ceremony. The bride was at­
tended by her, eldest sister and 
Mr. Tom Whatsis was best mon," 
You t'nn' put a (H'riod on the 
apnouncement at this point; Or 
you may add such details as: 
•'After a honeymoon trip to the 




If such straightforward, infor­
mation is supplied the press, to­
gether with your name, address 
and telephone number, it isn’t 
likely that the news staff will 
double check and reword it; It 
tells the story, and is Usable as 
is, unless the bride happens to 
belong to so-called top drawer 
society, in which case an effort 
might be made to build a bigger 
story of it.
Even if the editor should tele 
phone to ask about Mr. Doe, and 
to say it' is' standard, practice in 
his shop to mention the father, 
dead or divorced, still Mrs. Doe 
has a right, within the framework 
of good manners, to insist graci­
ously, “Plen.se, we'd rather keep 
the announcement in the mother’s 
naine only, since she is the only 
parent the children remember 
. . ." But if the editor also In­
sists upon having his way, my 
advice Is, let it pass, In that case 
don’t worry If the .story refers to 
“the late Mr. Doe.'
She deserves to be set free of 
false shaipc and cowering anxi­
ety ns regards her married status, 
And a henrt-to-hcnrt talk with a 
sonslble clergyman would do n 
lot for her morale, I feel.—M.H.
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mall or per­
sonal interview. Write her in 
care of the Kelowna Dally Cour­
ier. -
ready-mix. Make the batter asjjQ celebrate the 60(h anniver- 
directed on the package, but add u.gpy qj ..j 7j.ust’’ club, 
one beaten egg yolk and oue-lpjjjpgj '̂ ’WCA group in Brant- 
quarter cup extra milk _ or , , ^  was president when it 
enough to make the batter about founded in 1898. 
as thin as light cream.
“Heat a heavy frying pan or 
griddle. Brush it with oil and 
drop the batter in by table­
spoonfuls. Leave an inch of space 
between each pancake, as they 
will spread.
“Fry on one side, then turn 
carefully with a pancake turner 
and cook until the underside is 
golden.
VARIETY OF FILLINGS
“Because these pancakes arc 
thin, they can be rolled around 
various fillings without break­
ing.
“To keep them warm before 
serving, place fold-side down on 
a slightly buttered cookie sheet 
and stand in a slow-oven, about 
300F.
“What do you suggest for 
Mardi Gras pancake fillings,
Chef?” Tasked. .
HORS D’OUVRE PANCAKES 
That depends on when they 
are to be served.
If they are served as an hors 
d’ouvre for an evening buffet, 1 
suggest small buckwheat pan­
cakes or ‘blinys’ filled with red 
or black caviar, plain or mixed 
with chopped hard-cooked egg 
and jminced chives. Or fill the 
pancakes with fine-flaked crab 
or lobster meat heated in lemon 
butter.”
ENTREE PANCAKES
"For my part. Chef, may 1 
suggest for entree sarvice larger 
pancakes made from plain ready- 
mix? 'Top with curried shrimp 
or tuna fish and a small stuffed 
olive. Then fold over. Du.s  ̂with 
grated cheese, slip under the 
grill to melt it. Serve at once.”
DESSERT PANCAKES 
‘'Dessert pancakes should be 
very small, Madame,” observed 
the Chef. “They are specially 
good served with the orange 
slices preserved in syrup or with 
raspberry j a m and whipped 
cream cheese.”
And I, Chef, like dessert pan­
cakes filled with thick apple 
butter, m i x e d  with toasted 
chopped walnuts and a little 
grated orange peel, rolled up, 
with powdered sugar sifted over.
For the sauce, serve maple 
syrup heated with butter,”
MARDI GRAS DINNER 
Hot Spiced Tomato Juice 
Cheese Crackers 
Veal Scalloppini 
Spinach or Kale 
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SWIFT GROWTH
The National Geographic So­
ciety has grown from 105 mem- 
bor.s to 2,175,000 in 70 years.
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
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OSHL's Season Steed Snafu 
Amusing, But So Confusing
By GEORGE INGUS
(Courier Sports Editor)
Confusion, that old bedfellow of the OSHL, it once again 
lending his befuddled presence to the league play-off scene.
Five will get you ten there will be mother game here this 
week, between the Vees and the Packers, but you would have 
a hard time finding a taker, at any odds, for a bet on what day 
it will be played on.
In the other series, they arc sure of the starting date, two 
days later than scheduled, but ask them about the date of finish­
ing, and their voices trail 6ff into uncertainty. One thing we 
are sure of, there will be a game Wednesday night in Kamloops, 
and anotlicr one in Penticton, unless the plan has changed since 
last night.
Sitting in solemn conclave a few weeks ago, the league 
executive discussed play-off venue and dates. Subject to the 
starting dates of the Savage Cup playoffs, they agreed on a ten­
tative starting date, and decided to start the play-offs concur­
rently on the Monday following the wind-up of league play at 
the home of the top club of each series. ,
This meant the semi-finals would start on Monday, Feb. 17 
(in Kelowna and Kamloops as it transpired), and move to Pen­
ticton and Vernon Wednesday. Back to'Kelowna and Kamloops 
on Friday , then to Penticton and V'ernon on Monday.
Fiftli games, if necessary, would take place in Kelowna 
and Kamloops fJn W'ednesday, Feb. 26; sixth games in Pentic­
ton and Vernon Friday, and seventh in Kamloops and Kel­
owna.
Neat, wasn’t it? ^
LOST — ONE SCRIPT
The crisp manner in which the plans were set led the un­
wary up the garden path. In round-table discussion, no barriers 
were found, and this humble scribe gave the waiting hockey 
fans news of when they might expect the play-offs.
When president Bill Nicholson of Penticton drew up the 
schedule, however, he put the third game of the series on Sat­
urday night, instead of Friday, since there had been no direc­
tion to the contrary. This met with disapproval from Kelowna, 
since the annual fish and game banquet of the Rod and Gun 
club was slated for this pight.
Strangely enough, the starting date, Monday, Feb. 17, had 
become quite impossible in Kamloops, in spite of the Chiefs 
representative stating at the meeting that there would be no 
curling bonspiel this year to interfere with hockey.
The whole effect, on pablicity and arena management has 
been quite confusing, to say ih6 least. Your humble servant has 
been forced to state on several different occasions that he didn’t 
know when the third game of series “A” would take place. Even 
from his closes friends, this answer elicited a slanted look.
Fie had to go further and say he didn’t know when series 
“B” would end, since the present schedule calls for five games 
in the time allotted, and possibly six. The plan called for six and 
possibly seven, using the last Friday and Saturday back-to-back. 
This also leaves the starting date of the finals foggy, although 
the schedule states it will be Monday, March 3.
To the players, the whole thing is a matter of supreme in­
difference, since they would be practicing if they weren’t play­
ing, anyway.
Publicists and sportwriters, anxious to inform John Q. 
Public authoritatively, arc bemused and slightly bilious about 
the whole thing.
Arena manager Percy Downton, wondering how to go about 
tailoring his schedule to fit the flitting opinions, is just about at 
the end of his tether.
Various organizations in the valley, who have tried to tailor 
their activities to fit in with the play-offs, are beginning to holler 
“bush league”.
And poor old Joe Phan, the patient guy with the buck, is 
not sure whether he can tell Aunt Eliza whether to put her Long 
Johns on or not.
Someone should tell the executive that ad-libbing is an art.
ANSWER MADE CENTS
Both president Glady Patker of the Vees, and league pres­
ident Nicholson agreed to changing the Packers-Vees’ third 
game from Saturday to Friday, but Parker consulted the coaches 
to sec how it fitted in with their plans.
Coach Bernie Bathgate insisted on the Saturday night 
game, however, as per schedule, unless coach Jack O’Reilly 
would agree to play the third game here Friday and travel to 
Penticton for a fourth game on Saturday, instead of laying 
over until Monday.
From a crass commercial aspect, Bathgate’s scheme made 
sense—-if he figures the Vees will lose in four straight—since he 
wouldn’t have to pay another week’s salary.
• From the attitude of sportsmanship and co * operation, 
however, such an attitude leaves much to be desired, and smacks 
slightly of gentle coercion. Coach O’Reilly refused to play the 
back-to-back scries, so the matter hangs in air.
The way it looks now, unless there is a special bulletin be 
fore press time, is that the game will still have to be played in 
Kelowna on Saturday night.
Packers Take  
O p en er Frorn Cautious V's
M A  r r
1- •
The Packers came through with 
a third period, three-goal surge 
to knock the Penticton Vs tight 
style on the head last night be­
fore a poor play-off crowd, and 
take the first game of their OSHL 
semi-final 3-1.
Prelude to the game was the 
presentation of the Becker 
Trophy to Packers’ captain Jim 
Middleton, in a brief ceremony 
presided over by league prexy 
Bill Nicholson of Vernon. Mayor 
F. F. Becker of Vernon, donor of 
the trophy, made the presenta­
tion.
Moe Young. Packers stocky 
left-winger, was the big hero of 
the night as he potted two of the 
three goals in a splendid display 
of play-off style.
R\isWng Harry Smith, ixipular 
young> Packer defenceman, 
scored the insurance marker, and 
Clare Wakshinski scored the lone 
Penticton tally, breaking Gath- 
erdm's chances at a shut-out, 
halfway through the third frame. 
BOTH TEAMS FENCED 
The teams started off slowly, 
fencing for the breaks, with the 
Packers commanding much of 
the play in the first frame and 
the V’s dumping the puck out in 
desperation, as neither team got 
on the score board in the first 
20 minutes.
The second, and also score­
less frame saw the play more 
distributed, even though still rag­
ged, with end to end rushing on 
breakaways, and tight checking 
all the way.
recurrence of his recent pleurisy 
attack, played heads-up hockey 
for the big club.
All three lines of the Packers 
worked well, with Bill Swarbrick 
filling In on Durban’s wing sjMt 
and Bugs Jones centering Bill 
Voss and Greg Jablonskl.
Joe Kaiser played an outstand­
ing game at pivot between Young 
and Swarbrick, and it was this 
trio that was the pay-off crew.
Middleton, Ray Powell and 
Brian Roche played tremendous 
two-way games, and it was only 
breaks and stellar goal tending 
by George Wood; that kept them 
off the score board.
Pat Cobum, Andy McCallum 
and Smith played tough defensive 
hockey, moving fast and giving 
goalie Dave Gatherum plenty of 
good clearing. Gatherum, lea­
gue’s top net-minder, looked like 
a champ in the nets.
STARTED THE BREAKS
Kaiser.started the breaks com­
ing to the Packers at 4:48 of the 
third period, stealing the puck 
right off Hal Tarala’s stick out­
side the V’s blue line and carry­
ing it in. Swarbrick picked up his 
pass and rifled it in, with Young 
sweeping around from behind the 
net in time to tick the puck in
tion of Kaiser’s shot at Wood, and 
drove it in cleanly.
Smith added an Insurance 
marMer at 17:40 when he moved 
in fast from the point and drilled
a loose puck in high as Powell, 
Middleton and Roche moved the 
puck around fast in the Vs tone.
The Packers has the command 
of play in the final frame.
Wednesday night Bernie Bath­
gate's V s will host the Packers 
in the second game of their best- 
of-seven series.
UNEUPS
PENTICTON — Goal: Woods; 
defence: Conway, Taggart, Tou- 
tin, Tarala; forwards: Peacosh, 
Harper, Utendale, Lloyd, Kilburn, 
Bathgate, Slater.
KEl^OWNA — Goal: Gatherum: 
defence: Smith, Coburn. McCal­
lum; forwards: Powell, Middle- 
ton. Roche, Y o u n g ,  Durban, 







Penalties; Toutin 1:45, Mc- 
Callum 1:51, Wakshinski 7:50,
Mike Durban, subbing on de-iat 16:08 when he whirled in to 
fence for Orv Lavell, out with a 1 take the 90 degree-angle dcflec-
thc corner Diachuk 13:38, Middleton 14:38!from the goal off Woods stick. -  n-sB 
Wakshinski moved in on a T  \  
power play at 10:37, letting go a Period
^ider that caught the corner as !■ Kelowna. Young (Kaiser, Swar- 
Gathcrum moved out. cutting of Ibrlck) 4:18 2. Penticton. Wakshln- 
the angle. js^i (Kilburn. Peacosh) 10:37 3. Kel
Young set the Packers aheadjowna. Young (Kaiser) 16:17 4.
......................................... K e l o w n a ,  Smith (Middleton,
Roche) 17:40.
A TRIO AND A TROPHY
Three of the happiest men in 
the Memorial Arena last night 
were this grinning trio, pictur­
ed with the beautiful Becker 
Trophy, captured by the Pack­
ers this year for winning the 
most points in OSHL schedul­
ed play. Left to right they are 
Bob McKinstry, Packers pres­
ident; Jim “Moose” Middle- 
ton. Packers captain and the 
club veteran, and Jack O’­
Reilly, Packers coach. The 
cup, presented to Middleton
last night by Mayor F. F. 
Becker of Vernon, represents 
nine years of work for Middle- 
ton, who Joined the Packers in 
their first year of senior “A” .
(Courier staff photo
• ^
Rocket Richard Unanimous 
Choice For Marsh Trophy
TORONTO (CP) — Maurice 
(Rocket) Richard, most prolific 
scorer in the National Hockey 
League, today was named winner 
of the Lou Marsh Memorial Tro­
phy as 1957’s outstanding Cana­
dian athlete.
The fiye-man judging, board 
voted unanimously for the 36- 
yeaf-old M o n t r e a l  Canadians 
right winger. The 16-year NHL 
veteran has scored 504 goals in 
regular season play and another 
70 in playoff games.
Runner-up was Gerry James, 
who broke the Canadian profes 
sional football scoring record last 
season as a fullback with Winni­
peg Blue Bombers of the Western 
Interprovincial Football Union.
Third was A1 Balding, Toronto 
professional golfer who won ap­
proximately $30,000 on the North 
American golf circuit last year.
Also nominated was Lindy 
Lindmoser, Vancouver boxer who 
won the ' United States amateur 
lightheaVyweight championship. 
STARTED IN 1942 _
Richard, who broke in with 
Canadiens in 1942, reached the 
high point of his career Oct. 19 
last year when he became the 
only NHL player t o ' score 500 
goals.
His closest competitor is Gord 
Howe of Detroit Red Wings who 
has 378 goals to date.
Richard was put out of action 
shortly after scoring his 5Mth 
goal with a cut ankle tendon. He 
Is expected back before the Stan 
ley (ilup playoffs.
I Richard Joins a long-list of 
Uanadian sporting greats, ama
teur and professional, who haveCharles Ring, Charles Higginbot- 
won the Lou Marsh Trophy. Othertom, Don Ross and Harry (Red) 
winners include Marlene Stewart, Foster.
Joe Krol, Marilyn Bell and Bar- Mr. Ring donated the Marsh 
bara Ann Scott. Trophy in memory of a former
Oscar Pearson is chairman ofsports editor of the Toronto Star 
the board of Judges, Judges arewho died in 1936.
Minor Executive Pronounces 
Jamboree Howling Success
The hilarious antics of theing a success, and mentioned
S / D O t t i-
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
Penalties: Wall 1:48, Taggart 
;51, Middleton 8:42, Utendale 
13:18.
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Three  Rinks Still U nbeaten  
In Dominion School M e e t
By ED SMITH 
Canadian Frcaa Staff Writer
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP)-An 
18-ycnr-old Wollniul. Ont., .skip 
kept, defending champion Ontario 
hoiK'a high in the Dominion high 
school curling chnmplonships 
Monday night by lending hl.s rink 
to a brilliant 13-12 .win over 
Manitoba.
It was the second straight win 
for Gordon Stibbnrds, a native of 
Pence River, AUn. In the after 
noon draw Ontario scored a 10-6 
win over Nova $cotin,
AIbcrta’.H Bernlo Spnrkea and 
Northern Ontnrlo'.s Tom Tod 
share the lead with the Ontario 
team. Each has two wihs. Prlpcc 
Edward Island and Quebec have 
one win each. Behind them arc 
Now Brunswick and Snskatchiv 
won with a win and a lo.ss, Pre- 
bonsplel favorite Manitoba i.s 
Btill looking for a win after two 
tries. In the name category are 
British Columbia. Newfoundland 
and Nova Scotia, 
t w o  DRAWS TODAY 
Two drawa are scheduled for 
today, ono a t 2 p.m, AST til  
n.m, MfIT) and another at 8 p.m 
Ontario ran up n 5*1 lead before 
Manitoba begon to find tho range. 
Pete Mcl4)Od’eM fo»t Frances. 
Ont.. quartet, which thia year la 
the Manitoba repreacntallve. got 
the position they Wanted on tho 
mttaide rlng$ and made Stibbard 
come to them.
Manitoba had a big four in the 
fifth and five more in the sixth 
end to take n lO-S lead but On­
tario  rebounded, In tha seyentl)
with Stibbard’s double takeout to 
count five and tic the score.
Manitoba edged in for singles 
in the elghtli and ninth and skip 
Pete McLeexi, with his final rock 
drew in closely in front of two 
Ontario atones. Stlbbard'a stone 
was perfectly curled, taking out 
Manltoba’.s shot and leaving On 
tnrlo three. ' .
Prince Edward Island skip Art 
Burke kept close tabs on British 
Columbia thi?oughout. The (island­
ers, who drew tho byo in after­
noon play, kept punching the big 
ones \ out to win 8-5, In the sev­
enth o»d they scored a three to 
set tho stage for the win.
Standings after two rounds in 





Prince Edward Is. , .  
Quebec
Now Brunswick . .
Saskatchewan ___






Little League Baseball will 
stage Ita first organizational 
meeting in the Memorial Room 
of tho Arena tonight a t 8 p.m., 
with the public Invited to attend
Items of business of the agen 
da will bo the reports of the 
sponsorship committee (on the 
enthusiasm of potential spopsora 
for the league), and the const! 
tution committee.
CommUtcet to he act up by












“schmockey players” in Satur­
day night’s Minor hockey Jam ­
boree met with the unanimous 
approval of the enthusiastic spec­
tators of all ages,’ in what has 
been termed by the hockey ‘exe­
cutive as the ’’best Jamboree 
ever staged.”
Fleet forward Ed Hanna led 
the “Daily Dippers” to victory 
over the “ Fernon Skanucks” and 
a shut-out was registered by the 
Dippers sensational net-minder, 
George “One-Ton" Inglis, in the 
"tight” , 1-0 game.
The burlesque hockey game 
was only part of the big even­
ing of fun enjoyed to the full by 
the biggest crowd ever to witness 
the minor hockey kids’ annual 
fun-fest.
The Kelowna relay team, recent 
victors in the Bennett Trophy 
race at the Vernon Jamboree, 
won the local relay race Satur­
day night, also. Team members 
are: Harvey Stolz, bantam;
George Boychuk, midget, and 
Rodney Gagnon, juvenile.
The youngsters from the figure 
skating club gave a fine perfor­
mance, performing like troup­
ers in ajlite of the difficulties pre­
sented by an obstinate record 
player.
Mark Rose and his high school 
band supplied stirring and in­
spirational music for the oven 
ing, much of tho success for the 
whole show going to them.
Hockey prexy Emile Bouchard 
was enthusiastic in his praise of 
kids and adults alike for their co­
operation in making the even
chairman Gordon Smith especial­
ly-
Every grade of hockey in the 
minor loop played in exhibition, 
and the “bull fight” was a panic.
The proceeds from the even­
ing will help defray the costs of 
keeping the minor association in 
action, supplying enjoyment and 
training to 455 boys this year
Local Gal Stars 
In N . Okanagan 
Badminton M eet
LOCAL PEE WEES HAVE BACKS 
TO THE PLAYOFF WALL HERE
The Kelowna Pee Wees will have a big edge to over­
come tonight when they host the Vernon all-star club in 
the second game of their two-game, total-goal series for the 
central Okanagan representation, at 8 p.m.
Vernon beat the locals, 10-2 in their first meeting, 
giving Kelowna an eight-goal deficit to carry into tonight’s 
game.
Vernon showed superiority in all departments in the 
first game of the series. Get out and see if cheering can 
ft make the difference!
MOE YOUNG 
. . Had big night
O ilers Clash In
Penticton Man 
Leads Bowlers
Art Clarko of Penticton won 
the high total in a 15-gnine 
marathon flvc-qln tournament 
held in the Gay-Way alleya on 
.Sunday, with 34 bowlers from 
Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon, 
Armstrong and Lumby taking 
part,
Clarke's total for the day was 
a sizzling 3,702,
Mlti Koga of Kelowna and 
Ixjfty McNlcol of Lumby were 
neck-nnd-neck\in the high single, 
with 36.1, '
Runner-up in tho high total waa 
John Wtdeman of Armstrong 
with 3,670. and Dennis Koyanagn 




In BX .M eet
KIMBERLEY. B,C. (CP)-Con 
veners were niimca Monday for 
the seven zones by the Brltlih 
Columbia Women’s Curling Asso­
ciation, Election of officers will 
take place today as the meeting 
continues. .
Play In 'lh^ B.C. championship 
Is to start this morning.
Mrs. Betty Wills of Victoria, 
who will become president, said 
conveners are:
Mrs. Helen Wilson, Nanaimo, 
Island zone; Mary Johnson, Trail, 
Kootenay zone; Mrs, Qoldy Per- 
rett, Vancouver, Const zone; 
Betty Fisher, Kamloops, North 
Okanagan; Edna Brown, Fraser 
Valley, Fraser Valley zone, and 
Mrs. Mary Hhlre, Prince Ri 
Northern zone,
There are .16 affiliated clubs 
and 2,199 members, it was re­
ported.
Mrs. Wills said the meeting de 
cided to hold the 1960 champion
committee and a committee to 
screen pros|)ecllve coaches. Mr 
Day will Also apiwiht an a d v e r , 
tiling agent and a-piayer-man-'ahips in Vernon. Next year they
will be in Trail.
Lynne MacDougall of Kelowna 
was outstanding in the North 
Okanagan Badminton champion- 
sliips held in Vernon over the 
weekend, yvlnnlng three open 
events.
The results are as follows: 
OPEN FLIGHT 
Ladies singles; Lynne Mac 
Dougall defeated Shirley Lin­
coln (Kam.) 11-2, 11-6.
Mens singles: Ches Larson, 
Kel., defeated Bill Dalin, Kam 
15-10, 15-13. _
Ladles doubles: Lynne Mac 
Dougall and Wilma Hartley, 
Kel., defeated Jean Shepherd, 
Arm. and Kllbcrta Scmadlnl 
Pen., 15-6, l!5-6.
Mens doubles: Chris and Bil 
Dalin (Celista and Kam., defeat 
ed Ches Lar.son and Fred Stev­
ens, Kol. l!)-7, 4-15, 15-6.
Mixed doubles: Lynne Mac- 
Dougall and Fred Stevens, Kel 
defeated Yvonne and Chris Dalin 
(Celista). 15-7, 15-5.
“B” FLIGHT 
Ladies singles: Kitty Herman 
Vern,, defeated, Hllma Foote 
Vorn., il-lO, 11-2.; ,
Mens singles:. Peter Drum 
mond, Sal, Arm,, defeated Jack 
Chambers, Sal, Arm., U-4, 11-7 
Ladies doubles: Evelyn Larsen 
and Mary Stubbs, Kel., defeated 
Sally McCallum and Dodco Cor 
nor, Vorn,, 11-0, 11-2.
Mens doubles; Ed and Rolf 
Pntfraon,' Vern,, defated Tad 
Eawasn and Peter, Drummond, 
Sal, Arm,, 11-8, 11-5.
Mixed doubles; Ev. and Ches, 
Larson defeated Bob Kccnley- 
slde and Ann Crawford, Rev,, 
11-2, 11-1.
“C” FLIGHT!
Ladles singles: Gllbcrta Sem- 
adlnl. Pen., defeated Ev, Larson, 
Kel., 11-2, IM.
Mens singles; Tad Kawnse, 
Sal, Arm., clcfcatcd Ed Cham­
bers, Sal. Arm., llrfl, 11-6, 
Ladles doubles; Peggy Hamil­
ton and Mary Haines, Sal- Arm., 
defeated Lillian DoDcck a n d  
John Plddington, Kam., 11-1, 
11-4.
Mens doubles; Ken Tnnamtira 
and Hashemoto, Sal. Arm., dc 
feated A1 Dawson and Ilrucc 
Bennett. Kel,, 11-0, 11-4.
Mixed doubles: Dave Jeffrey 
and Wilma Hartcly, Kel., defeat 
ed Ed Chambers and Mary 
Saunders, Sal. Arm., 11-5; 11-1,
The Okanagan senior men's 
basketball playoffs open in Kel­
owna this Thursday night, when 
the B.A. Oilers host Kamloops 
Clothiers in the first game of a 
best-of-three series for the right 
to enter the interior finals,
This is the seventh time the 
same »two clubs have met in the 
Okanagan finals, with the Kel­
owna quintette the defending 
champions. It could be the Oil­
ers will find it a little more dif­
ficult to win this year because 
the Clothiers welcomed back 
Jack McKinnon to the fold, af­
ter a year’s absence. McKinnon 
won the league scoring title with 
19-polnt-a game average.
The series will be a clp.se one 
with the two teams averaging 6' 
1” in starting line-ups. Kelowna 
will get the nod as favorites be­
cause of-bench^epth and con­
ditioning.
The Oilers have played 27 
games this year and won 22 of 
them, averaging 64 points a 
game, with the opposition reg­
istering an average of 53 against 
them.
Bob Roldies leads the locals in
scoring witl) a 14-point a game 
average over the 27 games, Bill 
Martino and Bill Dean follow 
closely behind.
Coach Hank Tpstenson—com­
menting on the series stated: “I 
think we'll win, but we’re not go­
ing to take this club lightly. 
Kamloops always have come up 
with a good club and they beat 
us once in league play this year. 
We’ve played a lot of basketball 
game.s which is what will give us 
the edge over the Clothiers.”
Game time will be 8:30 in the 
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I  GIVE YOUR
■ shi rts
The Best of Care
HENDERSON'S 
DRY CLEANERS
1555 Elll, Fh. 1255
MONDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York—Gene (Ace) Arm­
strong, 158Mi, Elizabeth, N.J., 
out|X)lntcd Charley Joseph, 158, 
Now Orleans, 10.
Providenoe. ILL—Chico Vejar, 
159Mi, Stamford, Conn, outpointed 
Bobby Dalton, 156, Chicago, 10,
Sydney, Australia — Tommy 
Romulo, 134Mi, P h i l i p p i n e s ,  
knocked out Russel Sands, 134Vii, 
Australia, 7.
/
( ( c / f M )




O A m V  P A R M IR a  OP C A N A D A
4 0 0  Huran 0 (Ak5V T«r»n<« ti
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W  OK. CENTRE ! Mrs. W . Porter Named To Head
Scenic Travel Westbank Guide Association 
Films Shown 
A t W .I. Meet
: WESTBANK—Mrs. W. Potter bers. held a social meeting at




cafeteria. Prepared, cooked and 
served entirely by the men of the 
PTA.- the supper has become a 
big Rawing card aitd all tickets 
were sold out well in advance. 
The preparation of this supper 
is, a big undertaking. For exam 
pie, one Job connected with pre-, 
paring the goulash consisted of
Following the supper there was | big annual affair; the proceeds 
an excellent program which in-joi which will go to help finance 
eluded selections by the High! various FTA projects foV the 
School band, under the direction school, 
of Mr. King, drum majorettes.
Highland dandt by Karen Bui- 
man, recitation by Arm Gustav- 
son, vocal numbers by the girls'
j  RUTLAND -  Over 250 people than 40 lbs of
Ibank Guide Association, at a rt-|Taneda Sunday evenmg. Mr and j-at to liutland PT As-i«^n>ons! A tearful experience. | _________^ „
Iccnt re-organizational meeting.'Mrs. Taneda and A H. E  Segu.ssig^^j^tion's armual Goulash Sup-! Male cooks also prepared thclwith an cnjo.vable dance, with the film is “not at all idyllic and 
Her executive consists of Mrs..are leadels of the young lieople’s j S a t u r d a y  evening. Feb.|deep apple pie. and all the serv-jmusic by the Modernaircs^ Great>pcaceful and sonm scenes may
STOCKHOLM (Reuters'-Swed­
en's film censors have decreed 
that Perrl, a Wal Disney movie 
choir of RHS, with Mr. Hilde-| depicting the life of n-squirrel, 
brand acting as MC. ‘most not be shown to children un-
The evening’s festivities ended,der 15 years of age. They say
;F, G. Hewitt, secretary, and Mrs. group.
_ . ! lack Maddock, treasurer. Mrs.j The Hi-Y meets each Sunday
* OKANAGAN CENTRE Wom-jQ Charlton is refreshment' evening at 7;30 in the basement 
en’i  Institute enjoyed a real treat I John Schneider.‘of Westbank United Church.
Thursday afternoon when the and jjrs. J A. President of the group Is Wayne
reuLar monthly meeting i jjadge convener. - Bartel, -vice-president Ro.xanna
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs -
B. F. Baker.
15, in the Rutland High School ing was done by the men. I credit is due to the PTA for this even be harmful for children.'
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URGES QUEEN'S VISIT 
.MELBOUIINK <AI'» — Eric 
Westbrook, director of the Mcl« 
bourne National Gallery, sug­
gested today that Queen Eliza- 
bt'th visit Moscow. Six'akinjg at a 
lunchi-on of the Royal Empire So­
ciety. he said the Queen, with her 
charm, would delight the Russian 
'people, who arc ■ fundaincnlally 
lovers of royally”
Rites Held For 
Kelowna Oldtimer 
Edith Jane Bush
Guide commissioner Mrs. Drake Sherwin. secretary Brian Man 
of Kelowna spoke to the meeting. :dcrson. treasurer Bobby Small.
• Mr. and Mrs. George Carl 1 explaining the working principles! 
showed part of their collection of the association. i
of scenic colored moving pic-; Though this association, the! 
tures taken over a period of ■ Westbank Brownie group has been! 
years on their travel-s from Fort' reorganised, under the leader-j 
Churchill on Hudson’s Bay. *hlp of Miss Marilyn Maddoeki 
through Manitoba and westernjand Mrs. John Paynter. The!
Ontario, in the north shore dis- Brownies have been inactive here; 
trict of Lake Superior, downjgince last September, due to lack' 
through Oregon and California to of a leader.
Death Valley. . Mrs. A. F. Johnston is leader Mrs. Edith Jane Bush. 75. a
A magnificent collection of: >f the local Girl Guide group. resident of this district since 1922
TO* th5°rocl^‘̂ ^ lS ^ u r  chinchilla I Mrs, Bush came to'Canada ason the rocks, clost^up views Saturday, a widow with her infant son,
flowers with humming birds and” "”* *'• Garlinee Thev settled in
various insects at work on them. He p aced second with „
Mount Shasta and Crater Lake, 8”^ too second, fourth
various species of cactus, a half- P * ®* " ®* a n i ma l s ,  which areil9H. fanning
grown bear climbing a tree and Judged solely on fur quality. ,B^sh.^Aftcr^armmg ^
falling, moose eating from thci Mrs. D. Gellatly and her sister, moved to the Kelowna district 
bottom of the lake and moose Carce Hewlett left Friday^ in 1922 to make their home on 
running away. Beautiful in both|^Q spend a few v lys in Kamloops, the present Westside VLA prop- 
subjects and composition! i lerty. then known a.s Stevens Or-
A delightful afternoon tea was' Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hoffman and chard Land Co. Ltd. Mrs. Bu.sh 
served by Mrs. J. Brixton and I family left Saturday for a week's! has resided in the Okanagan 
Mrs. J. A. Gleed. j visit with friends and relatives! since that time.
I at the coast. ' She is survived by a son, Jeof-
At St. Paul’s United Church! , jfrey Garlinge of Penticton, one
Thursday evening a majority of] Students of George Pringle]daughter, Mildred, Mrs. Victor 
the members of the official board Junior-Senior High School were Evans of Kelowna., four grand- 
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were present at a special meet­
ing.
The present pastor of the charge 
being a lay preacher mot ordain­
ed ' it became necessary to ask
the conference for an extcn.sion I were taken by Kelowna^ team^^ 
of the pastorate, if so wished,' ' ‘‘•
tral Zone senior volley ball tour­
nament. Teams taking part were 
from Summerland. Westbank, 
Kelowna and Rutland. Both boys’ 
and girls’ zone championships
sons and one granddaughter. Her 
husband .predeceased her in 1952.
Funeral services were conduc­
ted by the Ven. Archdeacon D. 
S. Catchpole at 2 o’clock yester­
day afternoon from St. Michael 
and All Angels’ Anglican church;
in good time before the meeting 
of that body in May. It was un­
animously voted to ask for a 
continuation of the services of 
the Rev. J. A. B. Adams for an­
other year.
A vote was also taken on the 
time of services on Sunday in 
the five churches composing the 
charge and it was decided to re­
tain the schedule which has been 
in force since the first of the year, 
l.e.: weekly service in Rutland 
at 9:45 a.m.: services at Oyama
who will play winners of the south) Interment followed in the Kel- 
and north zones next Saturday owna cemetery. Pallbearers were 
Kelowna, to determine the D. Glover, W. F. Dickenson, VV.
Shaw. E. Boyd, A. Marty and 
Major Morris. Day’s Funeral 




United church confirmation 
classes are being held each Tues­
day afternoon at 3:30, at George 
Pringle High School. Attendance 
at the first class, held last Tues­
day, totalled nine. Rev. Norman 
is conducting the classes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dobbin arc 
at present visiting in Vancouver 
with their daughter and son-in-
and Benvoulin on the first andn^^ and Mrs. Cyril White, 
third Sundays at 11:30, with ser­
vices at Winfield and Okanagan The newly - formed United 
Centre on the alternate Sundays. Church Hi-Y group, with 17 mem-
CEREMONY POSTPONED
PEACHLAND—Presentation of 
the centennial flag to Peachland’s 
reeve and council scheduled ten- 
tively for February 20, has been 
postponed. Showing of a film, 
"Then And Now” which was to 
have taken place at the ceremony, 
has also been deferred.
A date for the event -will be 
announced after the next meet­
ing of the centennial committee.
24 HOUR









Mrs. Leonard Trautman has 
left for Edmonton to visit her 
mother, Mrs. Hewko.
TThe annual meeting of the 
L.A. to Branch 69 (Canadian Le­
gion, will be held at the home of 
Mrs. F. E. Wraight, on Wednes­












REID’S COR. PH. 3104
Friends were saddened to hear 
of the death of a former resident 
of peachland, Mrs.. Edith Jane 
Bush, in the Kelowna Hospital 
on Friday, February 14.
A resident here for about ten 
years prior to moving to Kelow­
na. Mrs. Bush took ah active 
interest in community affairs. 
I She was a keen and willing church 
Witt and I worker and held the office of
PEACHLAND—At the civil de-i Curling Association. Mrs. Top- 
fence and welfare meeting on] jg convener of Zone 5, and 
Friday evening Totem^lnm ^  the Cmolik rink
films were shown, “The Waking , . . . .
Point,” depicting the prepared-j from-Kelowna, which is repre- 
ness of the welfare branch ofjsenting Zone 5 in the B.C. Ladies’ 
civil defence, and “The Queen’s [Curling playdowns, for the cham- 
Messengers” showed how these pionship. This sports event is one 
welfare workers, with their con- of many being staged in Kimber- 
voy of lorries, are always ready ley, for a week of centennial cele- 
to help in any disaster with food, brations. 
clothing and rehabilitation of the ,  j  ,
homeless Mr. and Mrs. Neil
J ' « *1, ii small daughter, Averil, have re-1 president of St. Margaret’s W.A.
Xlatrae turned from a  holiday trip of six I for two terms, 1946 and 1947, and
. „ rr,oT, wMch took them to Mex-lwas also a member of the Wom-
ico, Arizona and many points in en’s Institute and the Ladies’ 
California. On their return theyj Auxiliary to the Canadian Legion, 
spent several days w’ith their | Branch 69,
many
Defeuet and Welfare Department, 
tion,” in the event of a major 
Victoria, lectured on “Registra- 
disaster. He explained that all
evacuees would be required to daughter, Mrs. Harry Hudson, The sympathy of her






register at welfare centres set victoria,
up in all communities. Blue 
registration cards are used for 
this purpose and sent to a central 
Index centre for filing. In this way 
members of families who have 
become separated by evacuation 
could ^  quite easily traced. C)ne 
object of the registration would 
be to re-unite families after con­
ditions had calmed down, Inquiry 
registration methods were also 
explained in full.
Clothing, Mr. Watkins pointed 
out, can be a very vital factor 
In the event of disaster. When 
disaster strike.^, people leave 
their homes in what they happen 
to be weaving at the time with no 
thought of what is to ho worn in 
the future, or of taking a blanket 
with them. The n'sult is that 
when they roach a welfare centre 
they have to b e , clothed. Civil 
defence has suggested that people 
have a blanket and clothing 
ready to take, in case of disaster.
Watkin.s deplored the fact that 
60 per cent of clothing sent to the 
welfare brunch is useless. Some 
clothing Is too old to be vyorn, 
some has not been cleaned or 
washed and some has been partly 
moth-eaten.
On Friday, February 21, Mrs.
F. L. Freddy, social worker 
from Penticton will nddrc.ss the 
meeting on ''Interviewing.'' On 
Feb. 28, which will be the Inst 
In this series of lecture.s, Mr.
Watkins will talk on the subject 
•’I/wlglng” and "Feeding" of 
evacuees, Col, J. Horne, Areal 
Co-ordinalor for the Okanagan,' 
will be present at this meeting.
Hie regular ipoetlng of the 
Women's Institute wiis held In 
the immlcipal hull on Friday,
Fcbruiiry 14. with the president,
Mrs. Kurt Doml in the chair.
A letter from tlie Sunnyvale 
School, Kelowna, was read, stat­
ing that the children were having 
cooking lessons and there was a 
need for c<xiklng supplies It was 
decidetl to plaet' eontainer-s In 
the stores for donations from the 
public,
Winners of the adult Valentino 
contest were 1st, Mrs. W, Selwyn,
2nd, Mr.s, W. R. Smith, with Mrs,
SinnlLs and Mrs, W. IV S.inder- 
son nctlng n.s judges. The ehll- 
(Iren's contest was judged by Mrs,
F Iloiner and Mrs. \V, It. Smith.
An cilucational meeting lit to 
held in March with the teachcr.s 
present mid nn Invitation sent to 
the I’TA attend.
Hostesses for the afternixm 
were Mrs, Watts, Mi's. W. II.
Wilson and Mrs. Doml.
Mrs. George Topham left on 
Sunday for Kimberley where she 
will attend the annual meeting 
ol the British Coluntbia Ladies’
friends goes out to her family.
VOODOO'S CAULDRON
By MARY-ANNA KIRSCllNER i MAJORETTES 
NOON'HOUR SHOWS The majorettes arc making
Noon hour movies are being terrific progress for the length
shown again. Monday the show 
was "Sabrina” starring Audrey 
Hepburn and Humphrey Bogard 
as this film was of extra length 
the last reel was shown on Tues­
day at noon.
A science picture "The Story of 
The Cosmic Rays" was shown to 
nil on Thursday, This picture is 
another of the series of science 
pictures brought to us through 
the courtesy of Bell Telephone 
Company of Canada,
P.T.A.
The P.T.A. sponsored a Gou­
lash Supper on SnUirdny 15, in 
the Rutland High School. The 
band, (estival choir and major­
ettes, under the leadership of 
Gordon King, supplied entertain­
ment after the aellclous supper.
The band’s outstanding number 
was the Messiah Overture, by 
George Fredrick Handel. Among 
other nuislcnl selections was a
march, with the majorotloa con­
tributing some baton twirling 
routines. The choir performed 
their numbers beautlfutly. and 
nro getting along very well with 
all of their selections.
of time they have been practlc 
ing. The girls now have their 
complete outfits of full-fashioned 
long sleeved yellow sweaters, 
dainty little pleated kilts of navy 
blue, white ankle socks and 
bucks, Blue and gold wore chosen 
to keep with the school colors, 
and they look very smart with 
the band uniforms.
JR, HIGH DANCE
The Jr, High Valentinos Dance 
was a big success. Dancing was 
from 7:30 -11:30 to the music of 
Johnny Gnrtcl’s Orchestra, Spe­
cial attraction was the crowning 
of the Valentine’s Queen, pretty 
little Betsy Ca.sor.so, a grade 
eight student. Congratulations 
Betty.
SPORTS SPOTLIGHT
There haven't been any basket­
ball games played during ,tho 
week, other than interinural 
hou.se games. The tournament 
was held Saturday 15, at Sum- 
merlnnd, but litial results were 
not ready In, time for press, I 





Groceries - Meats - Fruits 
and Vegetables 











By First Class Mechanics
TIRES -  BATTERIES
C. P. NcufoUl, Prop,
Northway Service
Homo Dealers
Vernon Rd. Phone 3033
MORE MONEY!!!
BEHER JOB!!!
SELF IMPROVEMENT . . . WILL lend to both, and 
help you to be a better a.sset to yourself, your work, and 
your community,
TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL . , . will hold an 
organizational meeting on Triday, b'chruary 21st, 1938, in 
the Royal Anne Hotel,
This meeting is open to all men in Kelowna and\ District 
. . , interciited in organized public speaking,- with many 
added benefits.
A« ACCOMMODATION IS LIMII ED . . .  wc must know 
by Thursday Noon if you will attend.
T IM E . . .  7 : 1 5 . . .  SHARP 
ROYAL ANNE HOTEL
Vernon Toastmasters Club — Sponsoring Club 
Contact: '
Ooitg Lemmon  ........... 2194
Boh Lennif . ............... .........
Don MacCiilUvray  ................. 2346
GEM
Auto Service
2 4  H O U R
TOWING SERVICE
Just Before Reld’a Corner
Phone 3812
coMPLl^nrE o v e r h a u l s
TUNEUPf^ - CAR HERVlCB 
TRACTIONIZING \ 
TIRIIS -  BATTERIIiS 








District merchants are entitled to the support of the 
citizens. 3y are established here, pay heavy taxes and 
oft-times ossume more than their share of the responsi­
bilities of citizenship. The money that comes over their 
counters stays in the community, unlike that which 
goes to the out-of-town merchant, which usually goes 
to someone who has nothing ot stake in the community.
By buying from your district merchants you ore work­
ing for the advancement of your own community, for 
the money he has to spend is spent where he is estab­
lished and where his interests are. On the other hand, 
if you patronize some outside concern which does not 
give a rap about the community, you are lacking in 




Pete imd Emily Sdzlcr 
GROCERIES -  O.AS -  OIL
Sfhool Supplies. Novelties
fr i;e  d e l iv e r y
I'HOM: 4367 
R.R. 1 Kelowna, B.C.
WINFIELD
GROCERY - MI A l^  
DRYGOODS 
GAS - OIL-




WINFIKLD r i l .  2503
•  GROCERIES 
•  ME.VIS 
• 1 RUMS 
•  VECJETABLES 
•  DRYGOODS
SAP IN SKY'S 
GENERAL STORE
Your Bargain Store 
WINFIELD PHONE 2552
Mr.s. I. Offerdahl 
BiTiy Rd., Winfield
FREE $ 2 3 4 .00  in MERCHANDISE or SERVICE
See If Your Name Is In One Of These Advertisements
TW^ Page is a WceklyTeaturc of The Kelowna Dally Courier for a 26-week perloa 
and there will appear In the advertisement each week the names and addresses 
of three people living in Kelowna and district. Read the advertisements carefully 
and if you find your name, clip out the advertisement in which you found your 
name and present it within one week along with a sales slip to the advertising 
manager of The Kelowna Daily Courier office, showing that goods or services have 
been purchased from any one of the advertisers on this page and you will receive 
absolutely free a $3.00 order to be spent for merchandise or services with one of 
the advertisers on this page. Winner must advise which advertiser they wish to 
spend the $3.00 order with. '
Patronize The Business Firms On This Page
5 /^nyiayi
WELL GET TO THE 
BOITOM OF ANY CAR 
IRODBLE
So carefully rio we chock 
cars ill and out, that every 
little trouble is delected and 
cured before it can grow 
costly.
You save in the end.
Tires Batteries
SHEI.L DEAIT'RS
L A K E S H O R E
g a R a g e
On Hie Vernon 
Rd. at Woods 
Lake Ph. 2502
P E A C H L A N D
GROCERIES - MEATS 
POST OFFICE 













YOUR CAR IS A BIG 
INVESTMENT
(iive II th e , nllt'iilion it de­




Artliui' Penlliind, Beiieh Av<>,, Pfaclilaiid
W E S T B A N K
Give the Family 
a Treat Out at the
WESTBANK GRILL
Phone 80-8-557.3
12 YEARS IN BUSINESS 




P & M  MOTORS
LIMITED 
GM PRODUCTS
•  Motor Repairs and 
Tune-ups
•  Welding (Electric and 
Acetylene) '
•  Farm Machinery 
Repairs'




Wo sell and rc|ioir 





























FIIVING CIlintENS o r






Mil pie, I Leaf -----
Wp feiituro n wide variety 
of Miiplu I.eaf prodiictfi.







t̂ain SI. Ph. SO.H.5»85
* /
If You Don t Use It Sell It Through W ant Ads
Births
WALMSLEY ~  Mr. and Mrs. 
Gordon Walmsiey (nee Joan Van 
Ackeren), 348 Bume Ave., wish 
to announce the arrival of their 
daughter Sharan Ann, 6tbs., 10 
ozs. Bom on Feb. 13 in Kelowna 
General Hospital. 145
Help Wanted
MOTHER’S PRIDE AND JOY 
Her darling daughter or bouncing 
baby boy deserves an intro­
duction to all the friendly folks 
who will welcome the newcomer 
—a Birth Notice in The Kelowna 
Dally Courier is an easy way to 
tell them and the rate is so 
reasonable . . . only $1.25 to 
place a birth announcement. 
Phone 4445.
Deaths
RODWELL — Mary Ann. aged 84 
years, beloved wife of Sam Rod- 
well of 816 Fuller Ave. Mrs. Rod 
well passed away in Kelowna 
General Hospital on Sunday, 
February 16. Services will be 
conduct*^ from St. Michael and 
All Angels' Church on Wednes­
day, Feb. 19 at 2:00 p.m. Ven. 
Archdeacon D. S. Catchpole of­
ficiating. Interment will follow 
in Kelowna Cemetery. Besides 
her husband, she is survived by 
one daughter, Molly (Mrs. 
Charles Bern), San Diego, three 
sisters, Mi%. J. Colton, Kelowna. 
Mrs. H. Dyson and Mrs. T. 
Farmer, both in England, three 
grandchildren and nine great 
grandchildren. Kelowna Funeral 







249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3t03
155
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna






To take full charge of candy counter at the-
PARAMOUNT THEATRE '
Work is in the evenings, and would be suitable for 




Motels -  Hotels
SHADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished 2 and 3 
room cottages. Propane Gas 





MUST SELL HERD OF 25 good 
quality chinchillas and equip­
ment, grade up to 80. 1957 show 
prize winners included. $90 pair. 





Phones, Television, Laundry. 
Day, Week, Month 





Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 340
15
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished, plus Tele­
vision. '  3-room individual cot­
tages. Front and rear entrances. 
Private parking stalls. All utili­
ties supplied. Low weekly or 
monthly rates. 154
WHOLESALE PICTURE FRAM­
ING Business — a going concern, 
Books cai> be seen by conscient­
ious buyer. Owner willing to 
assist beginner in starting the 
business. Contact Mrs. H. Ross 
1688 Richter. Phone 3147. 145
CONTEMPLATING ‘ BUILDING 
second storey for office premises. 
Total area about 1,800 - square 
feet. Prospective tenants in 
terested in renting all or part 
space, please contact G. Letke- 
man, 1463 Ellis St., phone 2445.
147
ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED?
Read this Message . . .  It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD 
IN THE DAILY COURIER
Beginning today, in co-operation with the
DO IT NOW CAMPAIGN
and on behalf of the unemployed persons in 
, Kelowna and area 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 
WILL PUBLISH WITHOUT CO^T
ONE -  THREE-DAY WANT AD 
IN POSITIONS WANTED •
To each person presenting an Unemployment claim.
Bring vour Unemployment Insurance Book to
THE CLASSIFIED COUNTER 
THE KELOWNA COURIER
An efficient Ad-Writer will help you write your ad.
It will be published for three days without cost to you. 
This offer is to Individuals who are seeking a job. It is not 
applicable to Business Firms and Contractors who want a 
jroup of jobs to do. It is to aid the unemployed and make 
better business for all!
WIDE WORLD
no.67 ADD WIDE WORLD inside 
MOTOR PLANT STRUCK
BIRMINGHAM, Eng: (Reuters) 
A new wage strike by 300 key 
workers stopped all production at 
the British Motor Corporation 
factory here last week and 
caused another 3,500 workers to 
be sent home. As  the strike was
PHONE 4 4 4 5
COURIER WANT ADS
TUES. FEB. 18, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Inland Harbors Plunge 
For Ocean Business
By ROBERT RICE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Canada’s inland harbors arc ,. , . 
plunging millions of dollars in a
to add to Montreal’s 10 miles of 
docks. Transit sheds arc costing 
$5,000,000, and further harbor 
accounts lor another
unofficial, the management said race to become ocean ports ring-i ,
Auto Parts
WRECKING 
1952 Pontiac, 1951 Chrystler, 1950 
Meteor Sedan. 1950 Meteor 
coach, 1946 Monarch. For further 
information and other models 
contact us direct. Gem' Auto 




FRUIT, VEGETABLES AND 
Saleable Rummage for Kelowna 
Rotary Rummage Sale. Phone 
3515 or 4320 for pickup. 146
EXPERT ’TYPING DONE AT 
home. Invoices, statements, let­
ters, etc., done by fully ex­
perienced stenographer. Phone 
8597. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates, Doris' Guest. 
Phone 2481. 154
WELCOME INN MOTEL 
Housekeeping motels by day, 
week, or month. Low winter 
raates. 1824 Vernon Rd. 145
Property For Sale
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws—and all small power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport ind  
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave.
TH-S-tf
d̂ e a l e r s  in  all ’TYPES OF 
used equipment: m'ill, mine and 
logging supplies: new and used 
wire rope: pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 




quired. Experience necessary. 
A p p l y  Industrial Acceptance 
Corp. Ltd., 101 Ra^io Bldg. 146
COMPANION AND HELP FOR 
invalid man In mid-thirty’s, 5*,̂  
day week, vicinity Okanagan 
Mission. Please call 8548 after 
8 p.m. 146
Wanted To Rent
GOOD USED CLO’THING -  
Ladies suit, size 14;boy’s shirts, 
size 13, and man’s spring coat. 
Phone 3835. 146
OKANAGAN TRADING POST 
now open, 3% miles north on 
Vernon Road'. We buy, sell or 
trade. Phone 8433. 147
MODERN BUNGALOW
Modern 2 bedroom stucco bunga­
low in immaculate condition, 
large living room with e^ctric 
fireplace, modern kitchen has 
dining area and. built-in cup­
boards. Full basement has oil 
furnace, garage^,- and rumpus 
room^__Full price, is $11,500.00, 
term F^ranged. —
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
416 Bernard Ave,, Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2912
tf
McCu ll o u g h  44” c h a in  saw 
price $275.00. 907 Wilson Ave., pr 
phone 7991. '  147
LADIES’ WRIST WATCH — IN 
good condition. $15. Phone 7111. 
142, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148
SMALL PIANO IN GOOD CON­
DITION. S^te make and price. 
Box 3931 Daily Courier. 147
Boats and Engines
16 FT. RUNABOUT WITH IN­
BOARD 4' cylinder Willy’s Ker 
math Sea Jeep motor, $1,300.00, 
Can be seen ^5. Phone 2334.
150
Position Wanted
CAT OPERATOR AND EX­
PERIENCED truck driver avail­
able for work in or out of town. 
Phone 8044. 147
GIRL 18, W r a  GRADE XI and 
year’s bookkeeping and typing 
experience would like work. Has 
also had waitress experience. 
Phone 7111.
142, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148
CARS SIMONIZED — $15.00. 
Phone 7839. 145
they could not hold negotiations 
until the men returned to work. 
Other factories in the corpora­
tion arc expected to be affected.
••ROCHESTER” COLLAPSES
HOLLYWOOD (APi — Eddie 
Anderson, better known to Jack 
Benny fans as Rochester, col­
lapsed during a television re­
hearsal here last week. A doc­
tor said Anderson had suffered a 
stomach upset, but "he’s talking 
and he says he’s feeling fine.” 
The 52 - year - old actor fainted 
while rehearsing for a show he 
and Benny are scheduled to ap­
pear on.
G. S. KAUFMAN ILL
NEW YORK (AP)—George S. 
Kaufman, Pulitzer prize-winning 
pLiywright, collapsed last week 
while attending the opening 
of a Broadway play. The 6^year- 
old Kaufman was stricken during 
the second act of The Enter­
tainer, starring Sir Laurence 
Olivier. Doctors diagnosed his 
case as a gastric upset.
of the world’s
QUALIFIED CLERK TYPIST 
with 4 years office experience 
with Provincial Government. Will 
accept typing position at salary 
$95 per month. Phone 2752.
147
TREE TOPPING. PRUIJING 
Experienced power saw operator, 
or general work of any kind. 
Phone 4344. 147
CAT OPERATOR WITH 6 YRS. 
experience available immedi­
ately and has also had mining 
experience. Phone 4344. 147
FOUR ROOM HOUSE — 2 bed­
rooms, livingroom, kitchen and 
bath. Lot 44x150, fruit trees and 
garage. 848 Cawston Ave. 145
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMBI­
NATION Radio. Excellent con­
dition $100. Phone 2894. 145
35MM CAMERA, F2.3 LENS, 
includes tripod, light meter, and 




1956 PLYMOUTH SUBURBAN 
station wagon, good condition, 
good mileage'. Price $2,400. Ap­
ply 907 Wilson Ave., or phone 
7991. 147
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement~^Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. & SON 




Young woman, aged 20, 
wants office position w ith 
good- promotion prospects, 
ia s  two years busines ex- 
Derience, in typing, 'office 
xaining, business machine, 
iling, dictaphone. G rade 12 
education (m ajor ' in Eng- 
ish). Industrious and am- 
jitious- Excellent references 
as to character and ef- 
iciency. Apply Box 3907 
Kelowna Courier.
145-147-148-149
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. 154
1952 FORD SEDAN — NEW 
automatic transmission. Cuiitom 
radio and heater. Signal lights. 
Phone 6597. 150
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& Service. Peachland, B.C. Phone 
Peachland 687. 169
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
apartment. Furnished or 
furnished. Two adults. Box 3687 
Kelowna Courier, 146
OR 1949 CUSTOM 4-DOOR FORD — 
un- good motor, radio, heater, very 
clean interior. For immediate 




Lnkeshore home, nice lawn and 
garden, forced nlr heating, fire­
place, picture window, .screened
Ejrch, beautiful sandy beach, case rcqiilrcd.




CLEAN, WARM, LIGHT liousc'. 
keeping or sleeping room. Apply 
890 Bernard Ave. , , 147
1948 JEEP -  B'OUlt WHEEL 
drive, with cab, 30,000 miles, In 
excellent condition. For informa­
tion phone 4545. 154
1957 METEOR RIDEAU 500 -  
Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For infor­
mation phone 4545. 154
PRINCE CIIARLIJS LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
024 Bernard Ave. Phono-4124
163
BARTLEY ROAD -  BETWEEN 
Kelowna and Westbank, 5 room 
modern, unfurnished house, tuts 
nace and nropano range. $50 per 
month. Phono Westbank , SO-B- 
5489. • 154
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, WITH 
living room, dinette, kitchen 
bathroom, and back iiorch, with 
cooler, Apply Bennett's Store.
147
CAR BUYERS OUR FINANCING 
service at low cost will help you 
make a better deal. Ask us now 
before you buy. Carruthers and 
Meikle Ltd., 364, Bernard Ave. 
Kelowna. B.C.
133-134-135-145-146-147
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for solo’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every Issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
1957 Ms TON B'ORD TRUCK. Very 
low mileage. Will take .small 




1957 PLYMOUTH V« two door 
radio and heater, 19.58 licence 
Immaculate
condition ............  ....... I /  J
19̂ 7 FORD 300 four d(x>r :lcdnn 
automatic transmission, radio 
.seat belts, padded 
dosh. 1958 licence___ $2295
1957 METEOR 4 DOOR — auto­
matic transmls.slon, radio, iwwcf 
steering, |xnver brakes^ summer 





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
r  Insertion _____ per word 34
3 consecutive
Insertions ____ per word 2 544
6 consecutive Insertions
or more ............  per word 24
Classified Display
One Insertion ________ $1.12 inch
3 consecutive
insertions __________ 1.05 Inch
3 consecutive insertions
or more ......    .95 Inch
Classified Cards 
3 count lines daily _.$ 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 months „  8.50 month 
Each additional line _ 2.00 month
Jno inch d a lly ------^17.50 month
Jne Inch 




BRUSSELS (Reuters) — Bel­
gian customs police are fighting 
S daily battle against trafficking 
across the frontier between The 
Netherlands a n d  Belgium in 
smuggled Dutch butter.
Police say the smugglers equip 
American cars with bullet-proof 
armor-plating and tear out the 
back seats to make room for 
their contraband.
Smuggling continues because 
Dutch butter prices are about 
one half of those prevailing in 
Belgium.
In addition to large-scale pro­
fessional gangs, there are hun­
dreds of small-time smugglers 
living near the frontier who 
carry an illegal kilogram or two 
of butter across each day or build 
up stocks to sell in a single prof­
itable deal.
One newspaper reported that a 
small creamery in a Dutch fron­
tier village was selling 30 tons of 
butter a week to “casual” cus­
tomers.
LIFELINE RESCUE
LYNN, Mass. (AP) —A fire­
fighter marksman using a line­
throwing gun fired a lifeline 600 
feet into an icebound rowboat 
Wednesday to help rescue two 
teen-agers in the Saugus River. 
Raymond Roy, 40, hit the bulls- 
eye after efforts to reach Dewey 
Linehan, 13, and James Camp­
bell, 15, by chopping the ice 
proved to be too slow.
SCOUT SHOOTS SHERIFF
PORTSMOUTH. Ohio (AP)— 
Sheriff Burl E. Justice was acci­
dentally shot just below the heart 
last week by a boy scout. The boy 
was examining the sheriff’s .32- 
calibre r e v o l v e r  during his 
troop’s visit to the county jail 










WASHINGTON (AP) —T h e  
United States announced last 
week that the value of wheat it 
will: send to India will be in­
creased from $200,000,000 to $225,- 
000,000. At the same time India 
cut the amount of surplus cotton 
it will purchase from the United 
States from $70,000,000 to $42,- 
000,000. The shift from cotton to 
wheat was made at the request 
of the Indian government to help 
meet drought conditions and a 
growing demand for food grains.
SOVIETS CUT MORTALITY
LONDON (Reuters) — Infant 
mortality in the Soviet Union last 
year was 45 per 1,000 births, com­
pared with 184 per 1,000 in 1940, 
the Soviet news agency Tass re­
ported Monday.
NORSE PM TO VISIT U.S.
OSLO (Reuters) — Prime Min­
ister Einar Gerhardsen will fly 
to the United States May 7 after 
a six-day official visit to Britain. 
While in Britain, the Norwegian 
premier will confer with Prime 
Minister Macmillan.
Advance Poll Privilege 
Limited To Only Few
THE BERNARD LODGE -  Red- 
rooina by day, week, or , month. 
Also hou9ckeei>lng »-ooma. Phone 
2215. 154
TWO ROOM SUITE ON GROUND 
floor. Private entrance and bath- 
noom, oil locator and nwRoUe 
auppHcd, Phone 3821. 145
W O  ROOM SUITE. pmVATH 
Imth, »tovo and refrigerator. 
Available now. Call «t 703 Suther­
land Ave, 145
Fuum siiEb a p a r t m e n t -
MS montjli‘„Phone 2127, Carruthers 
A Meikle. 14.5
61ITLEX WITH 'niv6~Bcdiwmt.
Close in. Phone 4193. 14̂
VALUABLE CORNER LOT in city, on South .side, 140’X 
84'. Has 2 storey, 3 bedroom house, w ith livingroom 
kitchen, bath and 1 bedroom down. 220 volt wiring, in 
sulatlon, concroto foundation. Large lawns, some fru it 
trees. Workshop. Price $7,875, with $4,885 down and take 
over mortgage of $2,990 @ $45 per month, 5% interest.
$.5,000 DOWN WILL GIVE POSSESSION of revenue 
property, close in to city bu.sinoss section. I ’ i: storey 
house, w ith good suite up, and 7 rooms and bathroom! 
down. A well built house, insulated, 220 volt wiring, port 
basement w ith cooler and furnace. The price is $15,000, 
with good terms. , \
ATTRACTIVE NEW, 3 BEDROOM HOME in Glenmore, 
75 'xl50’ lot- Has living and dining room,s kitchen with 
lot.'} of cupboards, utility room, 220 wiring, city water. A 
largo full basement With oil furnace, and ex tra  large 
rumpus room. Carport. Electric fireplace in livingroom. 
•»> ' “ "■<> aown, full price U $17,750,
—BUlomntIc transmis.'slon, rodio, i 3 BEDROOM BUNGALOW in Glenmore, view property.
$ 2 0 5 0 yc^rs old. There is a large rum pus room 
.................. ^  in the basement, w ith fireplace, also laundry room, fruit
OTTAWA (CP)—A few groups 
of Canadians will be able to cast 
their ballots before the rest of 
the country votes March 31.
They are the electors entitled 
to use advance polls if their work 
Is going to take them away from 
borne on election day. The priv­
ilege Is limited to members of 
the RCMP, commercial travel 
lers, fishermen and those working 
In transportation services
In last year's election, 11,780 
ballots wore cast at 230 advance 
polls.
Advance polls are open on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
before the Monday election, day, 
March 31. Ballots from them are 
counted with the rest on election 
night.
There have been recurring at­
tempts to broaden the advance
TERMS ARRANGED
GEMACO
SOI EUllt filreel Tnone 3993 
Evanlnga Phone 3402 or 3|32
145
Fuel And Wood
DRY HUSH WOOD. IMMEDI 
ATE delivery. $I2..'50 
2 cords $24. Phono 8433,
room, work.shop and storage. Automatic oil furnace. Base 
mont has ground level walk-out door onto patio. Mitln 
floor has Uvirigroom with fireplace, diningroom, kRchen 
with breakfast nook. An lip-tordate modern home, the full 
price $18,375 w ith $0,375 down, balance at $65 per month.
P l i o n e s O f f i c e  3175 
Kesidenccs •
A. W. Gray 6109 J. F. Klossen 8885
r  ’ ■ ' . . . . .  ' 145
poll privilege. At the last parlia­
mentary ses.sion Stanley Knowles, 
deputy CCF leader, sponsored for 
the third time a bill to grant the 
advance voting facilities to nil vo­
ters who think they will bo away 
from home electioq day. Like the 
other attempts, it failed when 
government supporters talked It 
out and prevented a commons 
vote.
One argument against the pro 
posal is the cost. It would re­
quire a great increase In the num­
ber of advance polls—each co.st- 
Ing about $1.50 for the throe da,vs.
Normally, advance polls arc 
opened only where there Is a 
fairly largo demand for them, es­
pecially In cities and transporta­
tion centres. Some ridings have 
more than one, othor.s none.
ing the shores 
"eighth sea.”
The investments in jxirt im­
provements in the next few years 
will exceed $100,000,000. The re­
wards'—for the ports and for Can­
ada—arc far greater.
In the forefront are the big 
three — Montreal, long an ocean 
port in summer: Toronto and 
Hamilton. Each is aiming at 
mighty shipping gains when the 
St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959 
opens a new 2,350 - mile water 
route from the Atlantic to the 
Lakehcad, within 200 miles of 
Manitoba.
BIG IMPROVEMENTS
Port improvements costing $57,- 
000,000 are under way at Mon­
treal. Hamilton’s d e v e lopment 
work is costing $15,000,000. To­
ronto is spending $12,000,000 and 
has plans at the paper stage for 
spending more.
Ernest B. Griffith, general 
manager of Toronto Harbor Com­
mission, talks about the future 
this way:
“We have long-term plans for 
a new harbor costing about $50.- 
000,000. It would" be a stage de­
velopment plan spread over 25 
years — having the plans ready 
for the next step as each stage 
is completed.”
Across the lakes. United States 
ports are getting ready for the 
seaway opening, too. Chicago, 
Cleveland, Milwaukee. D u l u t h  
and other lake harbors are dredg­
ing channels, b u i l d i n g  more 
ocean-size berths and improving 
cargo facilities.
SHARE OF GROWTH
The seaway, a system of seven 
locks, four canals and dredged 
channels in a 135-mile stretch of 
the St. Lawrence River west of 
Montreal, will replace an obso­
lete 21-lock route. Almost twice 
as deep as the old waterway, the 
seaway will accommodate ships 
able to carry 10 times as much 
ore or grain and five times as 
much general cargo as vessels 
transport' nqw on the 14 -  foot- 
draught systerfi.
What about the smaller centres, 
the cities, towns and villages lo­
cated on the banks of the St. 
LaVrrence or the shores of the 
Great Lakes?
“Each one has a virtual pos­
sibility of becoming a ’big’ city, 
a ‘major’ port, but the race 
started several centuries ago, 
comments Dr. Pierre Camu, pro­
fessor of economic geography at 
Quebec’s Laval University, He 
adds;
" I f  one considers the seaway as 
a locational advantage, and an 
asset to every town located on 
it, I think we are making a 
mistake. It will favor first the 
dozen large—very large—metro- 
oolitan centres such as Chicago, 
Detroit, Milwaukee, T o r o n t o ,  
Cleveland, Hamilton and so on. 
These are the ones that will 
gain, the others will grow ac­
cordingly, but not due solely to 
the seaway.”
GRAIN FACTOR 
Much of the Canadian harbor 
development is linked with the 
kind of .shipping traffic anticip­
ated after the seaway Is in opera­
tion.
Of the ■ $.57,000,000 being spent 
by the federal government at 
Montreal, almost half — $27,000,- 
000—is to improve grain handling 
and storage facilities. Port man 
ager Guy Boaudet says thhs In 
eludes unloading towers with a 
capacity of 36,000 bushels per 
hour each.
"It would ' accommodate the 
larger type laker such as the T. 
R. McLngan or the Scott Mlsener 
which are approximately 715 feet 
in length." Another $17,000,000 Is 
going for pew wharves and piers
An extra 2,000,000 to 5,700.000 
tons of western grain i.s expected 
to be trans - shipiwd through 
Montreal each year—transferred 
from giant lake carriers to ocean 
vessels. A 1953-55 a v e r a g e  
showed Montreal handled 4,200,- 
000 tons of grain a year with pres­
ent facilities.
DEEPEN LAKEIIEAD 
But what about the Lakehcad 
ports of Fort William and Port 
Arthur where the grain starts its 
long — and relatively cheap — 
water journey? Ocean vessels 
may skip Montreal and go di­
rectly to the source. Works Min­
ister Green has told the twin 
cities to establish a lakehcad 
harbor commission, after which 
the federal government is “pre­
pared to consider” construction of 
a freight terminal to accommo­
date both lake and ocean vessels.
This w o u l d  h e l p  entice | 
freighters with general cargo des­
tined for the Prairies to sail to 
the Lakehcad, unload and return 
with grain.
Dredging in the main channels 
of the outer harbor to seaway 
depth—costing more than $700,- 
OOO—is going forward.
Toronto has opened a new $1,- 
000,000 overseas packaging ter­
minal and another is to be fin­
ished soon, with a third under 
study. The federal government is 
helping to do $7,000,000 worth of 
dredging within Toronto 'harbor 
for deeperrdraught ocean ships.
Last year, seven new shipping 
lines began sending ‘‘goodwill” 
ships to develop business to be 
handled by their larger freighters 
after the seaway opens.
"We are getting additional 
trade in anticipation of seaway 
business,” says Mr. Griffith. ” It 
has been picking up each year.”
In 1955, 'Toronto’s overseas ton­
nage was 120,000. The figure for 
1957 is expected to be ” in excess’* 
of 200.000 tons. Altogether To­
ronto handles more than 4,500,000 
tons each year.
At Hamilton, an industrial port 
for incoming raw materials, espe­
cially iron ore and coal, Clifford 
Moi'gan, general manager of the 
harbor commission, reports a $3,- 
600,000 w h a r f  extension and 
freight terminal for overseas 
trade will be completed this year. 
Another wharf — costing $3,000,- 
000—is to be finished in 1959 to 
handle bulk cargoes "such as sand 
and coal.
In the southeast part of the har­
bor, a 2,400 - foot slip with 
wharves on both sides is being 
built at a cost of more than $3,- 
000,(j00 for completion In 1960, 
Test borings of Sarnia’s harbor 
were made last summer ns part 
of on investigation by the public 
works department of a two-pier 
plan that R. E. McGeachy, who 












ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
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For Y o u . . .
A completely remodelled drive-in and restaurant.
For lovers of chicken dishes . . . this is your H,Q.
Grand Opening Next Saturday
Quick onack car service 
Fiiii course reslailrant ■
Free deiivery of hot pr cold meats to your home.
CHICKEN
\
mite cast on the 
Vernon Road
Previously knqlin as Ihc 
Hcn-voul-inh
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Prepare For Changes 
New Baby Will Bring
Bjr llerman N. Bimdeten. M'D.
Expecting a baby? Then let me 
give you some practical, dowo-to* 
earth advice.
There is rw> greater thrill than 
that experienced when you be­
come a parent. Having a son or 
daughter ot your own is just 
about the best thing that can
China Doll Gets 
Shipped Back 
To Hong Kong
VANCOUVER (CP)-Yu Tsui 
Mee, the pretty mail-^rder bride 
whose jilting of her fiancee set 
the cUy’a Chinese population 
buzzing a week ago, left here 
Sunday on her return journey to 
Hong Kong.
May Suey Ning, the 21-year- 
old Chinatown waiter she had ,  . .
planned to marry, waited withr°^„.™  
her at the airport for two hours I 
before her plane took off. He 
also paid her fare home.
The Chinese Benevolent Asso- 
e l a t i o n ,  Chinatown’s strong­
est voice, called a meeting of 
elders and condemned the girl's 
action after she called off the 
wedding “because our personal­
ities are different”  They said it 
could endanger the practice of 
bringing girls from Asia to offset 
the shortage of Chinese brides 
here.
Mah and Miss Yu had a long 
courtship by post before he 
brought her to Vancouver. After 
she broke off their engagement,
Mah said he would never marry 
because “women are all the 
same—all bad
happen to you. 
niANGES YOURL ITE
But a new child in the home 
means a great change in your 
life, one that is generally far 
from the overly romantic dream 
you cherished during the long 
months of pregnancy.
The new demands will seem 
enormous. Both father and 
mother will l>e tied down, since 
a baby is helpless and needs 
immediate and constant care.
I suggest that all of you par- 
ents-to-be a d j u s t  yourselves 
now for the big change in your 
lives that your tot will bring.
Your baby will make demands 
that are greater than those found 
in any other human relationship. 
He will keep you awake, he will 
keep you busy.
MANY CHORES
You will have to change dia­
pers (it may seem like a con­
tinuous proc^ure), you will have 
to make formulas, pick up toys 
you will have to do everything
\
You’ll have to spend more | 
money, too, and learn to doj 
without some accustomed lux­
uries. You will feel crowded,] 
worn out.
But you will learn to live with] 
these changes and, even more 
important, you will learn to 
love it. As the baby responds,] 
you will yield part of your self- 
centredness and learn how to] 
meet his needs in a manner best 
suited to the individual tempera­
ments of the baby, yourself and] 
your spouse.
NEW FOCUS
The infant’s complete de-] 
pendency and your responsi­
bility for meeting his needs willl 
focus your attention on the baby] 
rather than on yourself.
So, in the end, you will adjust. ]
ROBBED FOOR BOX
TORONTO (CP) -  Peter-Shan 
grow, 36, last week was sen­
tenced to six months in jail for 
the attempted robbery of a poor 
box at St. Peter’s Roman Catho­
lic church Wednesday, Shangrow 
was trapped by a man at prayer 
who saw him walk into t]|ie 
church with his hat on, smoking 
a cigaret, and began to pry at 
the lid of the l»x. He followed 
Shangrow when he left while a 
priest phoned police.
TRAVELLING BIRD
The Canada goose is seen sea 
sonally from Atlantic to Pacific 
nnd from Mexico to the Arctic
BRE'ER WOLF IS MAN'S FRIEND
June Peck of the wolf re­
search branch of the Ontario 
department of lands and for­
ests has facts and figures to 
prove that Ere’cr Wolf isn’t the 
ogre he has been painted. Ac­
cording to research, wolves 
maintain a balance of nature 
beneficial to man by keeping 
rabbit and rodent population
under control. They kill deer, 
it is true, but In doing so they 
maintain the "survival of the 
fitter’’ rule of the wild and are 
never responsible for the era­
dication of a species. And there 
is no documented case of their 




You and the baby will be able, 
to live together and enjoy each FOR TOMORROW 
other. You can make good strides
In the beginning, however, it now toward the attainment of 
might be a little rough. Better objectives if you keep ideas and 
look at things the way they plans flexible. Present planetary 
really will be and prepare your- configurations encourage pro­
self for them. Then, relax again gressive measures—new meth- 
in the knowledge that it will be ods, sound improvements, even 
worth it. It makes life complete, drastic revision of plan if need 
QUESTION AND ANSWER bg xhe main idea is to GET 
J. F.: Can rheumatic fever AHEAD, 
cause pleurisy?
Answer: One of the complica- THE BIRTHDAY 
tions resulting from rheumatic If tomorrow is your birthday, 
fever is a severe form of pleurisy, your horoscope indicates that 
In this disorder, a great for the next five months it 
amount of fluid settles in the would be smart to capitalize on 
lining membranes of the lungs, every available job and flnan- 
It may cause shortness of breath cial opportunity, s i n c e  the
in the future. Personal relation­
ships will be under generally 
good influences for most of the 
year, but will be exceptionally 
happy during the last six months 
of 1958.
A child born on this day will 
be lively, friendly and extremely 
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aspects will be fine for making 
gains. Not only will the influ­
ences encourage your own ideas 
and abilities, but there is also 
planetary promise of coopera­
tion from those in a position to 
]help further your aims.
Creative endeavors will be 
] under fine stimuli between May 
and September and, if you 
should get an opportunity to 
travel, as seems likely, during 
July or August, do take ad­
vantage of it since new friend­
ships made under sUch circum- 
1 stances could prove invaluable
Vancouver Studies 
Freeway Network
VANCOUVER (CP) — A multi 
million - dollar network of free­
ways is being considered as the 
answer to Vancouver’s downtown 
traffic problem.
T he  freeways are expected to 
be recommended early this year 
by the metropolitan planning 
commission, which Is studying 
city hall surveys on the highway 
problem.
City hall officials say downtown 
streets have just about reached 
the limit of their capacity. The 
streets now cannot be widened 
except a t a terrific cost.
Hope, B.C., dates back to 1848 
when a Hudson’s Bay Company! 
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DAILY CRYTTOQUOTE Here’s how th work It:
By B, JAY BECKER 
I (Top Record-Holder in Masters’














4 A J 0 6  
4  J98 
4 AS 7  
4A K 8
The bidding:
East South West North 
Pass IN T Pass 3 NT 
Opening lead—seven of hearts. 
There are many times in the 
] play of a hand when declarer has 
to make n crucial decision before 
he has time to learn anything 
about the structure of the defend- 
]crs’ cards.
I ’his predicament will somc- 
] times arise on the opening lend, 
where declarer has the opjjor- 
tunity to win the trick but can­
not be sure so early la the play 
] whether it Is best to do so.
In the hand shown, a heart was
A X Y D L B A A X R 
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, opened and ducked in dummy, 
the length nnd formation of the words are all hints. Each tiny the East w' 'ning the queen. A heart 
co<ie letters are different. was r< i ned. South played the
]nlnc, West the ten, nnd declarer
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
R Y I Z P  YW  N E G Y K ' C  D E L -  
I T 0 Y M D L E C S R I T  II M P 
C R T n C -  N T F F Y D L.
ducked again. West led another 
heart and dummy’s ace was ] 
forced to t^ e .
Declarer had no choice but toj 
take a spade finesse. According­
ly, the queen of spades was 1 ^  
and finessed. West took his king 
and two good heart tricks, and] 
the contract was down one.
It was afterwards noted that] 
South could have made the hand 
if he had taken the ace of hearts 
on the opening lead and then 
tried the spade finesse. The heart 
suit could not have been run in 
such case and declarer would | 
have made nine tricks. The ques­
tion is whether South erred.
In our, opinion, yes. This casej 
Is similar-to many others where 
declarer has a choice of two 
plays, either of which may turn 
out wrong. All declarer can do is 
select the play which is morej 
likely to succeed.
The percentage play Is to go| 
up with the ace on the opening 
lead. According to the Rule of 
Eleven, East has only one card 
higher than the seven which was 
led. It can be the 8, 10, Q or K.
Presumably, it l.s not the 8 be­
cause If West had K-Q-10-7, he| 
would have opened the king. 
Therefore, East’s high heart is] 
either the 10, Q or K.
Only If East has thq 10 can j 
ducking the heart gain. But if 
East has the Q or K. playing 
dummy’s ace assures the con­
tract. The odds in favor of the 
ace play are 2 to 1. The nee is] 
the percentage play.
R E D S  
L T F , F, H L 
K T F Y W
Yeaterday’i  Cryptoquote: THE MUSIC THAT CAN DEEPEST 
REACH. AND CURE ALL ILL, IS CORDIAL SPEECH — EMER­
SON.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
f j
By Ripley
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
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OLD STOP SIGNS BOW TO PROGRESS
The old and the new are still 
evident at the corner of Ber­
nard and Richter streets. The
old painted stop on the extreme 
right will soon be tom out 
making way for already erect­
ed three-color traffic signals. 
As the city traffic steadily in­
creases, more advanced and
safer traffic control methods 
must be installed.
—Courier Photo
Residents Protest Over 
Rezoning Of Property
Around three dozen people ap­
peared before city council Mon­
day night, objecting to the pro­
posed rezoning of property on 
Pendozi Street and Boyce Cres­
cent, for an apartment block.
Several people voiced their ob­
jection in no uncertain terms, 
pointing out that majority of 
homes on Boyce Crescent have 
been constructed in recent years.
‘‘Why not develop other areas 
or tear down older buildings,” 
one taxpayer remarked. He
block
hooo.
would spoil the neighbor-
claimed thtat an apartment'he said.
At the end of the 45-minute dis­
cussion. Mayor R. F. Parkinson 
said that rezoning “ is one of the 
most unpleasant tasks of coun­
cil, especially when you get a 
large delegation such as this.” 
He promised the ratepayers 
that council will take their ob­
jections into consideration, but 
pointed out aldermen must look 
at the matter from an over-all 
point of view. Final decision will 
be made within the near future,
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Supplied by
Odium Brown Investments Ltd. 
366 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12 noon) 
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15 Oils
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Prices quoted on a. net basis 
All Cdn Compound 5.86 
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To Be Installed 
A t Richter St.
City council approved the in­
stallation of traffic lights at the 
intersection of Bernard Ave. and 
Richter St.
Traffic lights are already 
erected at the Ellis, Pendozi and 
Water street intersections.
AT WESTBANK
B.C. Lions Will 
Arrive July 4
B.C. Lions will arrive here July 
4 for their two-week training 
camp. Mayor R. F. Parkinson 
stated at council meeting Monday 
night.
An inter-squad game is sched­
uled July 19. The team returns to 
Vancouver the following day.
Street Light Issue 
Is Finally Settled
WESTBANK — At a meeting 
of the Westbank Fire Protection 
District, held at the Commimity
LEGISLATURE
((Continued from Page 1) 
of a minister of the crown.
Premier Bennett then joined in 
and asked the speaker to recon­
sider his ruling.
Mr. Nimsick was allowed to 
continue his s|)ccch after assur­
ing the house he would make 
no further reference to the church 
Health Minister Eric Martin 
warned the legl.slaturc Monday 
night that if ho.spital operating 
costs cannot be kept witliln reason 
there is a very real danger "that 
everyone will suffer.”
"Costs cannot be allowed to 
Jump beyond the ability of the 
people to pay,” he said, "It must 
be thoroughly \mderstood that 
the resources of this province can 
only go so far towards the pay­
ment of hospital costs.”
'The minister, who earlier in 
the budget debate delivered r 
blistering nitnek on the opiwsi 
tion and a ringing defence of the 
government, made the statement 
during a review of his depart 
ment's activities during the past 
year.
'The delutte will continue today, 
with Fred Sharp (SC—Vancouver 
East! scheduled ns first siwnker, 
Mr. Martin announced during 
the night sitting that B.C. Hus- 
pltai Insurance Service l>enefils 
for chronic patients would be 
made available khortb'.
"Wc cannot hold up the plan 
any longer and we arc conse­
quently taking action to get it 
operating within a matter of 
months," he^sald. "It will of 
necessity have to limited. There 
are Just npt enough faciUllea 
available to dd any thing differ­
ent,"
'DirninK to Ihe . nntibnn! health 
core plan. Mr. Martin said the 
proxinec is pirepitWd to sign on 
. agreement with Ottawa |)irovtding 
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Hall, owners of land within the 
district rendered an 88 per cent 
affirmative vote in favor of in­
stalling new street lights in the 
village. The meeting, called by 
the water rights branch, settled 
long-contested issue for the 
taxpayers of the district.
Before actual voting took 
place, M. L. Riley, district sup­
ervisor for the B.C. Power Com­
mission and ;a , ipeniber of the 
fire district's board of trustees, 
pointed out that these new street­
lights would actually cost each 
taxpayer only about 60 cents 
per year, and that 19 of the 24 
installations would be paid for 
out of the 3 per cent gross rev­
enue paid to the district by B.C. 
Power , Commission in  ̂ lieu of 
taxes, thus, leaving ofily five 
standards to be paid for by the 
landowners.
He also drew to the attention 
of the meeting that last year, a 
committee froiri the fire protec­
tion district was appointed to in­
quire into the possibility of im­
proved street lighting, and r ^  
ported in favor of such a move. 
Following this report, a meet­
ing was held to vote on the issue, 
and it carried with a majority 
of 64 per cent. At that time it 
was understood by the board of 
trustees of the fire district that 
a majority of only 60 per cent 
was required, and plans were 
made to proceed with the pro­
ject.
SECOND MEETING
Shortly after this meeting, 
there were accusations of im­
proper methods on the part of 
the trustees of the district, by a 
few taxpayers who were not 
satisfied with the results of the 
plebiscite, and word of this 
reached the controller of the wa­
ter rights branch at Victoria. 
The controller then, and . only 
then, informed the trustrees that 
to carry the motion for new 
lighting, a majority of 66 2/3 per 
cent was required and that an­
other meeting must be held to 
decide the l.ssue. The.sc facts 
were brought to the recent meet 
Ing by A, M. Thompson, who 
spoke on behalf of the board of 
trustees
In speaking in defense of the 
actions of the board, Mr, Thomp 
son also iWintcd out that, while 
the fire district whs originally 
set up to improve the district 
and support its volunteer fire 
brigade, they have taken on 
quite willingly, many extra re 
sponsibilltics to the benefit of 
the whole urea, and pnrtlculnrljr 
strc.sscd the fact that all mcct- 
lng.s. with special reference to 
those concerned with the light 
lag projoot, wore "carried out in 
the proper "parliamentary mnn- 
ner’Vand with the bc.st of inten 
tion.i.
But, the speaker asserted, due 
to the nppnrent lack of confi 
dcnce in the tronrd, another meet 
Ing was hcld,i cnljing for n vote 
of confidence in the trustees 
which vote was affirmative 
He gave special thanks to tnis 
tec J, H, Blnckey, who had 
forth much extra effort in the 
formation of the fire district and 
the carrying out of the duties of 
the Imnrd, Mr, Thompson ended 
his talk with an appeal to the 
meeting to "show that wo con 
condyct pur own business, 
through our trustees, not through 
higher officials at the coast." 
C1.ARIF|I» POSITION 
Mr. Hlnckcy then siwke in oh 
effort to rlarify his own t>osltion. 
He |K)lnted out that (he Ixtarci had 
acted neenrtiing ,to the advle<J of 
the controller who had first in­
formed them’ that only a 60 per
cent majority was required to 
carry the motion, but who later, 
after receiving a complaint of 
improper procedure, retracted 
this statement and informed 
them that a two-thirds majority 
was necessary and that he was 
calling a meeting of district tax 
payers, under the auspices of the 
water rights board, with R. G 
Harris, local district engineer, to 
act as chairman. This was the 
meeting held Friday evening 
However, Mr. Blackey felt that 
this indicated a.Tack of confid­
ence in the board on the part of 
the Controller, . and resigned 
Thursday as a trustees of the 
fire district.
In closing, Mr. Blackey appeal­
ed to the meeting to vote in fav­
or of the new lighting, keeping 
in mind that it would benefit the 
whoie area, pasjicularly with 
the anticipation of greatly in 
creased traffic upon completion, 
of the new Okanagan Lake 
bridge.
Voting procedure was then be 
gun, when the district engineer, 
Mr. Harris, stated the ballot re­
quirements, and informed the 
meeting that the new area, re­
cently included in the fire dis­
trict, had been approved by an 
order-in-council, and residents of 
that area would be allowed to 
vote. A total of 130 of 195 people 
eligible to vote then carried the 
motion by a majority of 88 per 
cent, considerably more than 
that required.
Twenty-one of the new lamp 
standards will be installed on 
Westbank’s Main Street, from 
the post office to the new cut at 
Powers Creek, one on Third 
Avenue North and one at each 
entrance to the George Pringle 
Junior - Senior High School 
grounds.
City Comptroller Douglas Her-
AT CITY HAIL
City council has turned down 
an application for a sewer con­
nection adjacent to the city 
limits. P. Schellenberg asked for 
sewer service to an auto court, 
now under construction at 2M11 provements upon which the 1958 
North Street. He was willing to tax roll will be based, is $26,309,-
’’ Aid" m S  ™ ntaou5“  .« .ln m a ,c  ol Sl.572,345 over
the application, pointing out that , ,,
it would be a precedent. It was assessment figures were
suggested that Aid. E. R. Winter council Mon-
interview Mr. Schellenberg. w ith  "‘Sht by City Assessor J. E 
a view of promoting action to get I 
outside residents to come within 
citv boundaries.
The city is anxious to extend its | 
boundaries, but rural residents 
must agree to become pari of the 
municipality before any step can] 
be taken.
Kelowna Board of Trade rc-| 
quest for an annual grant qf 
^,500 was referred to estimates. |
ATTEND PARLEY 
The city assessor and his as-1 
sistant will attend an assessor’s 
course in Vancouver April 9-11.
Decision will be made within the First three readings were given 
1 to the revised garbage collection
attend a Com- bylaw by city council Monday 
AsMCiation of night, but it was indicated there 
a lengthy discussion be- 
hac Donald M. White fore the measure is given final
council that he con- approval, possibly next week, 
ino  ̂ Under the amended bylaw,
®cena, tbere is a general rate increase, 
upM insofar as the business area is 
clearly concerned. During the brief dis- 
cussion, the method of dumping 
ti'UM debris at the disposal ground 
d isso lves a problem insofar as Lame up. Rural residents pre- 
^ i c e  court cases are concerned, sently pay 15 cents a visit, al-
TRADE LICENCES though city I'esidents can dump
Council approved granting trade free, providing they get a permit 
licences to John Sommerville, 631 [from the city hall.
Harvey Avenue, a plumber; to 
E. Winter Ltd., plumbing, heat 
ing and sheet metal work, 527 
Bernard Avenue; Barnadine 
Knoorhuizen, 2247 Pendozi, an 
agent for a cosmetic firm; Gor­
don V. Smith, insurance adjuster,
1491 Pendozi ( and Miss D. Mc­
Laren, retail trader, 531 Bernard 
Avenue.
Council approved engaging 
Mrs. Eunice L. Stockill, a sten-
Land Assessment 
Shows Increase
bert later said that if the same 
mill rate was applied as in 1957, 
there would be an additional 
$30,000 in taxes. He warned, how­
ever, the city could exficct a 
major increase in school costs.
Value of one mill for other than 
school purposes is $15,961.08, 
compared with $15,294.37 last 
year, and the value of one mill
for school purposes Is $17,859.84. 
Last year it was $17,085.49. These 
figures are based on 100 per cent 
of land and 75 per cent of im­
provement assessment being tax­
able.
There were only four appeals 
before the court of revision, Mr. 
Marklc stated. Of these twe 
were confirmed and two received 
reductions.
Council Refuses Application 
Sewer Connection In Rural
For
Area
Works superintendent H. M. 
Trueman was in favor of abolish­
ing the charge—but not for rural 
residents—and pay the caretaker 
a set fee. Aid. E. R. Winter 
warned that this would cost tax­
payers a lot more than under the 
present system. In addition, the 
dump would not be open in the 
evening, and if the caretaker 
came under a union agreement, 
the curtailed hours may make it 
necessary to employ two and pos­
sibly three men if proper .service 
was to be given. Aid. Robert 
Knox said the salary could be 
paid in the form of a ‘‘bonus lor 
operating his tractor."
Although aldermen gave first 
three readings to the bylaw. 
Mayor Parkinson Intimated he 
might have more to say when the 
final reading comes up.




Hans J. Dobrunz i.s anxious to 
locate his brother Franz Dobrunz, 
who came to Canada on July 29, 
1957. Mr. Dobrunz wrote a letter 
to city council this week, re­
questing assistance.
Copies of the letter will be sent 
to various local organizations 
who have a membership of Ger­
man extraction, as well as to tha 
unemployment service commis­
sion and the Red Cross.
Canada Safeway Ltd., has 
ographer and clerk in the eii-1 registered strong protest to the 
gineering department, at a salary price of $6,000 the city wants for 
og $184. At the end of a three- a 284 foot strip of property with 
month probationary period, her a depth of 18.4 feet, 
salary classification will be $199. The narrow strip of land was 
Aldermen agreed calling for formerly a lane before Safewty 
applications covering the post of constructed its super market, 
chief mechanic in. the city works City is present leasing the prop- 
shops. Aid. Jack Treadgold said erty to Safeway at $50 a year, 
the city now has some ‘‘top- A spokesman for the company 
notch” equipment, and that a doubted whether the city could 
capable mechanic with technical rezone the 18.4 foot strip for-a 
knowledge would be an ad- suitable business, 
vantage. “Nothing to stop it being used
The city will also call for as a farmer’s marked or even a 
tenders covering the purchase string of offices,” one alderman 
and installation of ten inch pipe] remarked, 
for extension of the domestic 
water system. This is part of 
the $91,000 bylaw approved by 
ratepayers last December. Works 
Superintendent H. M. Trueman 
hoped that work will get under­
way in early March.
"Let’s not dream, we were 
glad when Safeway came in; torel 
down the old buildings and put 
up such a modern store,” re­
marked Aid. Jack Treadgold, 
somewhat heatedly.
Aid. Arthur Jackson did not 
think the price unreasonable, 
based on computed values.
Safeway pointed out the area 
is thrown open to the public when 
the store is not open, and that it 
is used by people attending 
churches in that area.
Council agreed to write the 
company explaining how the 
city arrived at the $6,000 price.
Domestic Water Supplies 
Free Of Contamination
ELECTIONS Water sampling program car­ried out on the Kelowna domestic 
system disclosed that there was 
no contamination in supplies last
were
Harkley Quits 
SC Post After 
Patronage Hint
NORTH VANCOUVER. (CP) — 
Mngi.strhte Harold Harkley .said 
Monday he resigned a.s presifent 
of this community’s Social Credit 
Association after giving "serious 
conslderntlon" to the charge he 
received political patronage.
He said he tendered his resigna­
tion last week at n meeting of the 
as.socintion called for that pur­
pose,
Mr. Harkley said there was 
"such a fuss regniding my posi­
tion'ns a police magistrate and 
president of the association I re­
signed out of respect for my Job 
as police magistrate."
Gordon, Dowd,Ing, CCP member 
of the Legislature for Burnaby, 
said in the House recently that 
Mr. Harkley should have resigned 
from his pollticnl, affiliations 
when he was appointed magis­
trate. D. Osborne Mcl-cnn Is the 
new president.
(Continued from Page 1) 
ising $400,000,000 in tax cuts 
Why hadn’t they done this when I 
they were in power? Dr. D. A. Clarke, medical
After a day in Toronto ex-health officer for the South Ok 
changing compliments with P re -^ ’̂ ^S^u Health Uuit said this is 
mier Frost, Mr. D ie fe n b a k e r  the first year that contamination 
was assured of IJie Conserva-F®® not found in the water sup- 
tive premier’s continued support Pjy", relocation
in this election. The potent W  9* t h e ^ ® f  '"t®’'® Pfo® the 
itical organization of Mr. Frost tko
is credited with hefoine the fed “®® *̂'® standby pump at the 
orni Original pump house adjacent to
u  the Yacht Club, he said.
Ontario last year. Total of • 36 samples
UNNECESSARY ELECTION taken
Leader Coldwell told a Sas- "The city is to be congratu- 
katoon audience the election is lated on the efforts expended to 
unnecessary. It reflected the “ u t - bring this situation about,” he 
ter disregard for the voters andLctParked. "We feel the water 
particularly the farm voters” of
the Conservatives. I economically dependent on the
Nothing c o u l d  have been [United States, 
more designed to prevent farm- ECONOMIC BOOST 
ers from coming to the polls, or On the same program, Solic 
make it more inconvienient ifor-General Leon Baker said 
for any voters to take part, than the government, by reducing 
the plunging of the country into taxes and increasing pensions, 
an unneces.sary winter election.” has pumped more than $1,0000,- 
Mr. Coldwell said ruling by 000,000 into the Canadian ccon 
minority, unable "to depend on omy during the last six months, 
a meek and subservient majority Appearing with Mr, Pearson, 
in Parliament for automatic ap-former Liberal transport minis- 
proval of any measure that they ter Lionel Chevricr said the No­
might care to Introduce," may bcl Peace prize winner is "one 
have been intolerable for the of the few men whose influence. 
Conservative government but it at the present time, is great 
wasn't for the Canadian peoDle. enough to prevent war."
Many things done in thS last Transport M i / l i s t e r  George 
Parliament might have been ne- Hees .said in Toronto that unem- 
glcctcd by a government with a ployment "created" by the Llb- 
majorlty, erals’ tight-mono,v policy "should
But the government had "run be corrected within n relatively 
away from Parliament” instead short space of time " 
of keeping it in session to finish Agriculture Minister Harkness 
Us work. said in Montreal the problem of
In a Montreal TV speech, providing farmers credit with 
Minos Minister Paul Comtols which to Improve and modernize 
s a i d  Canada's unemployment their land is one that has to be 
problems have been aggravated attacked on many sides, The cab 
because the former Liberal gov- Inot was aware of agriculture’s 
ernment made the country tooiproblcms.
SYLVANIA TV
with
IIA L O L IG ilT
Gives your eyes a re- 
laxlna change Rccom- 




■n4 ArrMMCKD LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. 2019
supply for the city is now a 
distinct asset to the community 
and one that few if any cities in 




Red Cross blood donor clink 
will be here March 11-12-13 and 
will set up equioment in the 
United Church HalL Hours o | 
the clinic will be 1:30 to 4 p.m., 
and 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.
The Red Cross has requested 
permission from the city to erect 
posters on Bernard Ave., adver­
tising the blood donor drive.
Premier About
VICTORIA (CP)-One of two 
Liberal members of the British 
Columbia legislature _said Mon­
day that Premier Bennett must 
know of graft to the total of $20,- 
000,000 within the government. ’
P. A. Gibbs (L-Oak Bay) read 
a statement to the legislature that 
he attributed to Premier Bennett, 
quoting him as saying the govern- 
men had saved enough money In 
graft during its term of office to 
pay for the Deas Island tunnel, 
now under construction beneath 
the Fraser River between nearby 
Lulu Island and Surrey.
“I understand that the Premier 
is fully, informed of graft in the 
government,” Mr. Gibbs, said, 
"and that it was a sizable sum.” 
He said that $20,000,000, the 
cost of the tunnel, "is not pea­
nuts."
His statement left the legisla­
ture wondering whether he had 





In IIm  aid days fifty leemed tha lifn il ta 
slew d aw n-tike  thingi a u v —walcn yaur 
d iet-g et Riora real. It’a atill gaad adyice. 
But Iheae dayi yau can face fifG  with many 
intereiting and active yeara ahead, -active, 
that ia, if yau can avaid backache and tha . 
‘‘tiied-aut’’ feeling, due ta kidney and 
bladder diaardcri, (hat eften devciapt 
around that age. Far mare than 60 yean 
Dadd’a Kidney Pills have been helping men 
and wemen ef all agei ta keep kidneys and 
bladder in gaad erder,-helping them ta 
feel belter, la work better, and get more 
fun out of life. If you are approaching Fiftv, 
or past it, Dadd’a Kidney Pills may help 











1485 Ellis SI. 
Opposite the Post Office
Now Showing — Twice Nightly
fzm
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7:00 and 9:00 p.m. 
IIERBEAUn 
IMPED niEIR UVES, 
T̂IIQR liOVEI
K IM  N O V A K  * JliFF' CH ANDL.EF?
AI^SO ROBIN HOODE^M — CARTOON
Coming Wednesday and Thursday — Double Bill 
7:00 and 8:30 p.m.
“'I1IAT NIGHT’ Starring John Beal, and 
' "RUN OF THE ARROW” Uod Steiger
/  Look!
LOOK THROUGH A 





Tuesday, Wednesday (all 
day), Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday.
A skilled cosmetician will 
be at your scfvicc for skin 
analysis and qiakc-up ad> 
vî fj. Wc invite you ih un­
der the turning sign to 
discuss your special skin 
problem, at no obligation.
V(„' . At >'m
LONG SUPER DRUGS LTD.
' \
.V„
